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CHARGED WITH ORATION FOR THE
STEALING $40 NATIONAL T. P. A.
ISAIAH TAYLOR HELD TO
THE GRAND JURY YES-
TERDAY.
Mrs. Ross Fined $23 for Conducting




Isaiah Taylor was arraigned be-
fore Judge Cross in the police court
yesterday morning on the charge of
stealing Us from another party and
was held to the circuit court grand
Jury in Sao° bond.
Mrs. Ross, of "Tin Can Alley,"
was fined $.aa and costs for running
a disorderly house, while Mrs. Lizzie
Roberts was given a continuance
until today of a similar charge.
Tow Whitelow was given a post-
pouement until today of the breach
•of ordinance charge against him.
The ie.-arrant charging Tom Mylett
with cursing a negro woman out
at her home in the Plunkett Hill sec-
tion was continued until today.
The breach of peace ordinance
against P. Gibson was left open.
Eggleston Confessed.
Coots Eggleston yesterday con-
fessed at the county jail to Detective
Moore that he was the one who cut
Mack McKinney in such a shameful
and horrible way in the glass factory
yar* -Of Mechanicsburg several
weeks ago. when McKinney refused
to give Egleston and Will Hamilton
a dollar. Eggleston and Hamilton
have both been held to the grand
jury on the charge and are in the
county jail.
Downed and Robbed.
Mr. ,j1.. C. Cunningham, the aged
Plasterer. who resides on Adams be-
tween Eighth and Ninth, reported
a yesterday that the evening b
efore
while walking along Fountain ave-
nue tear Madison street one negro
man threw him dow and rifled his
pockets sshile another darky stood
over him with an axe, threatening
death if he made an outcry. Having
no money on his person, the robbers





Alabama's Most Conspicuous Figure,
Who Has Been in the Upper
House for Thirty Years, Victim
of Heart Disease.
Washington, June 12.—United
States Senator John Tyler Morgan,
of Alabama, for thirty years a mem-
ber of the upper house of congress,
chairman of the senate committee
on inter-oceanic canals, and promi-
nent as a brigadier general in the
confederate army, died at his 'home
tonight.
Senator Morgan had been in bad
health for a number of years, but
and more or less regularly attended
the sessions of congress. He suf-
fered from angini pectoris, which
was the cause of his death. He
passed away at 11:15 o'clock.
At the death bed were his daugh-
ters, Miss Mary and Miss Cornelia
Morgan, both of this city, and his
secretary, J 0. Jones.
Mr. Morgan attended to his con-
gressional duties at his home here
until a week ago. Since that time
he had been confined to his house
and to his bed. ale was able, how-
ever, to sit up fpr a while today and
talk over some official matters with
his' secretary. He began failing dur-
ing the evening, however, and the
physicians were hurriedly sum-
moned.
Mr. Morgan was a democrat, and
• war ban in Athens, Tenn., June a,
1524. His home in Alabama was at
Selma, where the funeral will take
plicia.r the body probably being
take n from here Thtrsdays Mr.
Morgan had held a number of im-
portant offices besides that of stela-
tor, ncluding membership in the Ha-
waiian laws commisaion and arbi-
trator on the Bering Sea for years.
Ilia chief active interest in the
senate in recent years had been in
connection with the isthmian canal
question. 14e was a persiltent advo-
cate of the Nicaraguan route, and
Imade a number of notable speeches
during his !long, but unsucessful
fight for the adoption of a 'Nicara-
guan waterway.
In the hearings on the canal ques-
tion in committee and on the door
Alf. Morgan took an active part de-
spite his feeble strength.
Mr. Morgan was a familiar figure
-..iitsllaisaai1allaan11c,tes-hes  asatiP 
• for a long time at ats John Marshall
Place.
HON. JERRY M. PORTER SE-
LECTED TO THIS HON-
ORED POSITI9N.
Messrs. Herbert M. Heart, Robert
S. Van Loon and Gay Harris Go
From Here to Convention.
Hon. Jerry M. Porter, the widely
known traveling man, who is ,a
member of the Palkscah Post A of
the Traveling Men's Protective as-
sociation, has been honored by se-
lection as the orator of the T. P. A.
meeting next Tuesday at the James-
town exposition, where the national
T. P. A. will then be in session. He
is a flowerasorator, possessed of wit
and ability and the honor is quite a
signal one, he being chosen out of
the entire number of traveling men
of the United 'States.
Hon. Ernest Lackey, of this city,
who is secretary of the state T. P. A.
for Kentucky, was one of the dele-
gates from this state to the nationa
l
convention, which opens next 'Mon-
day, but he is unable to at
tend and
got Mr.. Porter to participate in
 his
stead.
The gathering of the traveling
men will be attended by sev
eral
thousand from over the country, and
they will be in convention for sev
-
eral days. Tuesday has been set
aside by the managers of the expo-
sition as "T. P. A. Day," and elabo
-
rate exercises will be conducted in
honor of the traveling men
Messrs Gay Harris, Robert S.
Van Loon and Herbert M. Hecht
,
of this city. are part of the Ken-
tucky delegation to the national con-
vention, and these three leave here
Sunday for the place 'of meeting.
MEN'S MEETING,
THIS EVENING
REV. SMYLIE PREACHES TO
MEN ONLY AT TENT
TONIGHT.
The Paducah W. C. T. U. Will Main-
tain Cottage Tent at Chautauqua
—Willing Workers Meet.
This evening Rev. Smylie will
preach to the men only at the tent
on Fifth and Jackson streets. and a
cordial invitation is extended to ev-
ery man in the city of Paducah to at-
tend the gathering, as it will prove
beneficial and enjoyable, Dr. Stnylie
being a learned and eloquent man.
The meeting commences at 7:45
o'clock and many are expected to,be
present.
Last night Dr. Smylte spoke on
"Depravity and Its Consequences."
while in the afternoon his theme was
"In Love.' Both were able sermons
and listened to by many.
Rev. Pickett was some better yes-
terday with the attack of intermittent
fever at Dr Fields home, and will be
up in a few days.
W. C. T. U. Chautauqua Tent.
The Paducah WI C. T. U. will have
a "Rest Cottage" tent on the grounds
while the Chautauqua is in session,
where ice water will be furnished free
of charge. This is designed to b
e
what its name indicates, a place
where tired people may rest and
where everybody will he made *el-
come at all times.
Willing Workers.
The willing Workers af the Ger-
man Evangelica church will meet thi
s,
afternoon` with Mrs. Harry Meyers
of Third and Broadway.
Baptists Meet at Sheboygan.
Sheboygan. Wis.. June rt.--The
Milwaukee Baptist association began
its fifty-second annual meeting here
today and will fetria:n in session un-
til Friday. The Baptist church 
is
the meeting place and the Rev. Jos-
eph Mountain the presiding ctfficer.
Delegates are in attendance , from
Racine, Milwaukee, Waukesha/Ke-
nosha and other cities.
To Launch City of Savannah.
'Philadelphia, Pa., June
new steamship City of SavaliFeh,
built for the Ocean Steamship com-
pany, is to be launched this after-
noon from the shipyards at Chester.
Miss Susie Cole Winburn, of Sa-
vannah, whose father is vice presi-
e rertihrldffierrOrrrel'il':





AND SIX SEAMEN toirr
AT SEA. ' •
Launch Run Down By a Steamer





Washington, D .C., June .—Theloss at one time of 
midshipmen fresh from mew academy
at Annapolis, and a boa stain and
four enlisted men attached to the
battleship Minnesota—twelie men
altogether as reported by the navy
department yesterday—was one of
the most severe blows ahat has
fallen upon the personnel or the
navy since the Spanish war, in the
estimation of the officials. The first
news of the calamity, which resulted
from the loss of a steam launch,
reached the department from Nor-
folk. Acting Secretary Newberry
and Admiral Brownson chijj of the
navigation bureau, and the
naval offiners who make
staff hoped that there ha
mistake because they had






mander-in-chief of the Atlantic fleet,
who was present in Hampton Roads.
A wireless message was dispatched
from the 'station at the Washington
navy yard directed to the fleet lyirtg
in the Roads inquiring into the ac-
curate), of the report. Within a half
hour' the answer came from Admiral
Evans and it dissipated the last hope
that had been cherished.
Ditty Box Found.
"A ditty box belonging to firemen
of the Minnesota's missing lautach
has been picked up aflqat near berth
27 and I am forced to conclude that
the launch with all on board are lost.
Have ordered board of investigation.
Steamer last seen at exposition pier
about midnight last night."
In the opinion of the officials of
the department, Admiral Evans had
delayed sending this sad tnessagg
until he had exhausted everyo means
of fipding a trace of the missing
men.
For the sailors at the navy depart-
ment said there was always a chance
that the launch had merely broken
down her machinery and, going
adrift without control in 'the very
strong ebb tides that swept through
the Roads, had perhaps gone out to
sea with her crew and passengers
still safe There was also the chance
that having been run down by some
big steamer, the men had been
hauled aboard while the launch had
gone down. The department sent
another wireless message to Admiral
Evans requesting him to furnish the
names of the five enlisted men who
made up the crew of the missing
launch.
Because of their youth and very
recent entry into the naval terivce,
the young officers who wen lost
were not widely known out4de of
the naval academy.
- IDENTITY OF STEAMER
It Has Been Established and Arrest
of Crew Will Follow.
Nostrik. Va., June ta.—It was
stated authoritatively here last night
that- the naval officials have abso-
lute knowledge of the identity of a
steamer which ran down the launch
of the battleship ' Minnesota in
Hampton Roads Monday night and
the arrest of the crew is expected
to follow.
UNION CARPENTERS
MAY GO ON STRIKE.
Memphis. Tenn., June 12.—Two
thousand union carpenters here
threaten to strike with too of their
fellow-workers who walked out at
noon Tuesday. following notices
from fifteen planing mills of Mem-
phis that they will operate open
shetps after June ta. The present
trouble grew.ouc of the walkdut of
the carpenters employed by the Se--
den-wreck Construction company of
St. Louis and Memphis, three
months ago, because the company
bought material for an open shop.
planing mill.
The union officials have set Friday
as the limit for a decision as to





MRS. HALLER NICHOLS, OR
PARKER, PASSED AWAY
OF HEART TROUBLE.
Had Been Incarcerated Since Last
Sunday, and Was Suddenly
Taken Away.
Shortly before 12 o'clock yesterday
Mrs. Hattie Nichols, or Parker, died
suddenly of heart trouble while lying
upon a couch in her cell at the city
lockup, the fatal attack supposed to
have resulted from the spree on
which she had been. The remains
were moved to the Matti! & Efinger
'undertaking establishment. 1, where
they are being held for her rela-
tives, who come up today from May-
field, where she resided.
She was a woman of excellent
family, but fell by the wayside and
has been arested a number of times
during years past for being drunk,
liquor seeming, to be her failing. She
came here last Saturday from May-
field and Sunday became intoxicated
She ws locked up to get sober and
was coming on all right, when Tues-
day a trusty slipped some whisky
into the jail for a female prisoner,
who divided with the Nichols wo-
man, and she became intoxicated
again. Yesterday moning she was
very nervous, whle Monday night in-
jections of morphine had to be given
to quiet her. She had dressed
yesterday and was lying on the
pouch waiting for the jailer to take
her upstairs to the telephone. Sud-
denly Mrs. Ross, who was sitting
close by, noticed Mrs. Nichols
clutching as if in a fit, and gasping
for breath. In a minute she was
dead, and the body was at once
taken to the undertakers.
Coroner Frank Eaker held an in-
quest at 3 o'clock in the afternoon
at the city hall, the jurors deciding
death was due to heart trotible.
Those 'ton the jury were Marsch
ifirshfielst, Jo Dicke,  William
CraftJ wmtam
The deceased was about 35 years'
of age aad once a very beautiful ivo:
man, but dissiption had left its
marks. She married first Mr. Nich-
ols. a saloon keeper now of this
city, and later Ben Parker, the May-
field botch keeper whose boarding
house burned seve-al months ago,
and in the ruins of which was found







MRS LAURA FIXEN WILL AR-
RIVE TODAY FROM
CHICAGO.
Superintenden J. H. Shaw Came in
Yesterday from Bloomington, and
Everything is Now Ready.
Everything is ready for the Chau-
tauqua opening this evening at Wal-
lace park, and indications are for an
immense crowd At opening night.
Mrs. Laura G. Fixen of Chicago
will arrive this morning and. deliver
the opening lecture tonight, it being
on temperance, and will be heard by
many. She appears again tomorrow
morning, speaking on "Our Relation
to The Universe."
Dr. Krebes and Dr. Kirtley will
get here_ tomorrow, while Miss Ruth
Hemenway has a 'ready arrived, and
will be joined tonight by toe others
of the chautauqua concert company.
Superintendent I. H. Shaw arrived
yesterday afternoon from Blooming-
ton, Ill., lnd will be pl'esent through-
out the event. He visited the audito-
rium and grounds yesterday, saw that
they were placed in excellent condi-
gam, and promises P'aducahians a
very enjoyable affair.
Weary of Saloon Domination.
Senator Carmaek of Tennessee
said some time ago: "I am ...weary
-a 
of e.loon domination. I am weary
Prisoner -Escaped. of 'the saloon's open alliance with
John O'Neill, colored, is being vice, its open contempt of law. I a
m
looked for by the police, he having weary of a condition of things where
escaped from the citylocknp thaia- ibtLv
aan_wi,nat_ hp(xitlps,, it .11.....
g nit—a/Tr wlarkftie-o-n the Vil7t. make the laws must hold office b
y
He was serving a ninety days' 
sen-
tence for whipping sis wife, 
f, consent of the man whose business
it is to -break the laws."
GREAT SPORT 'HOSPITAL BOARD'S




Santello Wins First Fall in Clean,
Hard Battle, Second to San.
dow—Fast Mix-Up.
0•1111.0.....•••••••••
In the wrestling match last night
at the Eagles' hall Chicago Sandow
was given the decision over San-
tello, the European champion, by se-
curing the second fall.
The match was a handicap, San-
tello agreeing to throw the Chicago
boy twice in one hour. The sturdy
foreigner secured the first fall in
twenty-one minutes with a straight
low back 'lock hold, and after an in-
termission of ten minutes the men
again appeared on the mat and in
just nine minutes and fifteen sec-
onds Sandow had his man pinned
with a Head Scissor ad Barlock,
thereby gaining the victory.
The audience was rather small but
made up for size in enthusiasm,
being constantly on their feet and
applauding.
The sport is new in this city and
it is only a matter of a few clean-
cut matches such as the one last
night before everybody in town will
be in attendance. After the match
Santello stated that he considered
Sandow as one of the best men of
his size that he had ever met and
well worthy of the middleweight
championship. He also stated that
his style of wrestling was Greco-
Roman, and not catch-as-catch-can,
trying to throw the man twice in an
hour, adding that he would like to
meet him again in an even up match,
best two out of three. Sandow read-
ily accepted, provided a purse of suffi
cient size was offered by Promoter
Folwell. A purse was offered and
the match arranged for next Mon-
day night at the Eagle hall.
Mr. G. B Winfrey, a St. Louis
Isaastlaug mn4 excellent ,aeuate,ur
athlete, officiated as referee and
gave entire satisfaction.
ENTERED BUSINESS.
Messrs. Singleton and Wagoner
oBught the Harrel Commission
Business.
After leading the life of ease char-
acteristic of a retired capitalist for
several years, Colonel Gus G. Sin-
gleton has re-embarked into the
commercial business in company
with Frank Wagoner, the former
saloonkeeper. They have purchased
the commission and produef busi-
ness of Mr. H. Harrell, of 114 South
Second street, and yesterday morn-
ing took charge of the establishment.
A Rat, Cat and Snake Story From
Caldwell.
J. T. Rustin, manager of the Dr.
W. T. Baker farm south of town on
the Princeton and Eddyville Pike,
was in the city Saturday land report-,
ed a real sure enough cat, rat an
d
snake story.
Mr. Rustin stated that on Friday
he went to the station to move some
haled hay and in moving it he ran
across a den of rats and pole c
ats.
He succeeded in killing ten big rats
asd one pole cat and her six kittens.
As to the snakes killed, Mr. Rusti
n
states that last year he broke, fo
r
corn land, ten acres and killed twen-
ty-tow snakes, allowing two to get
away. This year he broke the same
piece of land for a pea crop and
killed fourteen big snakes, allowing
only one to get away of the numbe
r
that he happened to see.
The snakes killed by Mr. Rustin
were of different kind and all sizes,
some of them being black, spreading
adders' and copperheads. In speak-
ing of the snake part 'of his st
ory,
Mr. Rustin said he was very hop
eful
of having about cleaned out most of





Missouri Railroads File Amendmen
t
to Injunction.
Kansas City, June 12—in the
United States district court 
here
Tuesday Frank Hagerman, repre-
senting the eighteen principal 
rail-
roads" in Missouri, filed an amen
der
petition asking that the injunctio
n
previously granted restraining th
e
state from enforc'ng the maximu
m
freight rate law, be exempted to in
-
-eisiales-alawasi-eeists. paisatassaaacate.
which goes into effect next 
Friday.1
The court Probably will not pass
 on
the application before Frid
ay,
DRS. J. G. BROOKS AND W. C.
EUBANKS WERE BOTH
ELECTED.
Dr. Edward Farley, Jr., Re-elected
to the Position of Meat, Milk
and Livestock Inspector.
Dr. J. G. Brooks and Dr. W. C.'"
Eubanks were last evening elected
to be members of the board of di-
rectors for Riverside hospital, the
terms of office for each being one
year. D. Brooks was selected to
succeed Dr .H. P. Sights, who has
been on The directorate for the past t
two years, while Dr. Eubanks was
chosen to take the place held in the
past by Dr. Frank Boyd.
The elections were held at the
joint meeting last night by the
council and aldermen at the city hall,
nineteen of th, twenty members
being present, Alderman Phil Stew-
art being the absentee. Drs. Brooks,
Eubanks and Jeff D. Robertson were
all three nominated for the posi-
tions. Dr. Brooks was named on
the first ballot and Dr. Eubanks on
the second. The terms of Drs.
Boyd and Sights expired two
months ago, but the matter has been
held in abeyance until last evening
for the joint gathering on account
of first one and then another mem-
ber being absent.
During the session last night Dr.
Edward Farley, Jr., was selected to
succeed himself as meat, milk and





+ FECTED THAT AT MAYFTELD
LAST NIGHT.
Maas Meetnig Held With Hundreds
in Attendance, and Many Made
Speeches.
Messrs. E. M. Willis, Louis P.
Head. Cland Johnson, Joseph Des-
berger, Joseph Arts, Ray Morgan, J.
C. Revis, J. C Adams and Mr. Young
went to Mayfield last evening at 6
o'clock and there organized unions"
for three character of people, the gar-
ment workers, the barbers, and the
retail clerks. All returned this morn-
ing except Mr. Johnson, who comes
in at noon.
A mass meeting was held at May-
field for this purpose. sever-II htin-
dred being present. while Justge Bath
Gardner presided as chairman.
Speeches were made by Mr's Gardner,
Judge Edward Crossland, City Attor-
ney Holifield, Representative-elect
Houston Brooks of Mayfield, Messrs.
Joseph Desbarger, Claud Johnson
and L P. Head of this city. and Mr.
J. W. Adams. the carpenters' organ-
izer of St. Louis, who has been in
Paducah several weeks trying to set\
tie the strike.
After the talics of last evening the
three unions were organized with a
total membership of, about seventy-
five, while the Paducah peopls go
back in a few weeks to organize the
other classes, and also the Cen
tral
Labor body.
Fienor Memory of Colonel Crawford.
Upper Sandusky, 0., June i
t—To-
day was the 125th anniversary of the
Miming of Col. Crawford at the
stake by the Miami Indians and the
event was commemorated with in
-
teresting exercises qnder the anspic-
es of the historical and patriotic so
-
, .
them( of this section. The exer
-
cises were held near the spot where
Col. Crawford met his death, and
where a handsome monument to his
memory was erected in 1877.
Women's Golf Tourney.
Atlantic City, N , June
Play in the second annual champion-
ship tournament of the Women's
Eastern Golf association was begtat
on the Country Club links here to-
day with a big field of well-known
women contesting. Like the cham-
pionship at Nassau last vest- the
competition is for lhirty-six holes
and medal play wit, eighteen hole'
today and eighteen holes tomorrow.
On Thursday the tournament will
y The frtelty -trrxre,Tre
for the Griscom cup, which is at








Second Thursday of Our
Annual June Clearance Sale
22 2: VI it it ti et U et et U it
U This sale has been such a sue- U





We will sell today (Thursday)
in our Suit Department, two dozen
White Linen Suits, Full length
jacket Or eton suits, pretty, well
made skirts, worth lots
more money for $3.25
Another lot just a little nicer, with
braided jackets,
for   $3.75
5 dozen White Linen Skirts, well
made, new cut, good
quality of cloth, for 111.25
One lot of Brown. Voile, Skirts
(leather shade) with 5 rows of silk
bands, best quality of voile, ow reg-
ular $x2.5o skirts,
for  $to
You know without us going into
details the values our Suit Depart-
ment has offered the people this sea-
son. Well, when we give special
values it's up to you.
er
• U u:: UIS it el :t Si it 14 it IX
13 OUT OF TOWN CUSTOMERS it
U If it's not convenient for you U
t. to come to our sales we will fill U
U your orders on goods we adver-
• tise, providing letter was written U
13 day of sale.
etrtitUitiiitel=t1UetUUUUU
Dry Goods and Carpets
001 LVII E'S
The Store of the People
TODAY (TH URSDAY) WILL BE MARKED
WITH UNQUESTIONABLE BARGAINS ON OUR •
SECOND FLOOR.
Hire you Going Away
Well, here is something that will interest you—a Trunk
and Suit Case Sale.
A good grade of heavy bound trunks, well made
good lock, size 211323E19
Thursday  $400
Heavy Brass bumps, steel hound trunks, two heavy
leather straps, size t9x2xx.32,
Thursday
Heavy Brass bumps, brass catches, steel bound
trunks, two leather straps, exceptional value, size
36x2 x x23,
Thursday  $1 Loa
Steamer trunks, best values ever offered,
at   $3.50. $5-00, $6.00. $9-00
Large tourist compartment trunks, extra sizes,
at 
SUTI CASES AND HAND BAGS.
$ao, $at
See a special value in suit cases we offer Thursday;
It's a good leather c ase, good size and well
made, at 
Other cases at from $1.50 to $12.00.
Hand bags of all descriptions and any
price
We buy these g oods in car




load lots and, of course,
et 13 it U 12 et it et Xi UUUU it IS et
H Second Floor—Skirts, Suits H





2 bales of Rugs, good patterns
fringed, size 30x5o,
Thursday  98C
case of Hammocks, a good quality
of strong, durable hannnocks, extra
size, good colors,
Thursday $1.75
I case of White Spreads, extra size,
best value ever offered,
Thursday at  98c
x case Fringed Spreads, -C. C. or
plain, best value ever shown
anywhere, Thursday 
No house in Paducah or any other
place can give you better value for
your money than we can in Room
Size Rugs, Carpets, Matting, Lin-
oleum, etc.




U OUT OF TOWN CUSTOMERS :I
tt If its not convenient for you to U
• come to our sales we will fill U
U your orders on goods we adver-
• tise, providing letter was written U
U day of sale.
tt it :11 it 12 + St it t: U
Ji Sketch from Confession a
(Written for the R egister by May Ellis.)
An old priest; clad in the black
robes- of his order, was sitting alone
In his stddy, gazing into the glow-
ing west, whi still radiant
with Iie glor departed sun's
farew ell.
The ad been a busy one, and
it seemed .to the old man that the
weight of the world's sin and sorrow
had never pressed so heavily on his
heart and conscience as tonight.
Since early morning the penitents
had been seeking comfort and peace.
The strong man in the pride of his
stro.ngth, the sorrowful woman in
her longing for spiritual guidance,
the bright, happy faces of the little
children, who, on the morrow,
would take the vows of confirmation
before the altar of the cathedral, the
perfume of whose lily-crowned chan-
cel and flower-lined aisles even now
floated in upon the twilight and fin-
ally roused the old man from the
reverie 'into. which he had: fallen.
his soul came hack from the flower-
strewn walks of the past to the
horn-paved way of the present, and
he realized that he was not alone,
that some other sorrow-laden mor-
tal was sharing with him the uncon-
scious healing of God's twilight
and His flowers.
He courteously bade the stranger
be seated, and, as the servant en-
tered wth lights, he looked at hint
closely, noting the seal of Death al-
ready set on a brow, white with the
pallor of incurable disease and on
cheeks where burned the hectic flush
of the Destroyer's torch. The
stranger noticed the glance and
smiled. "I am dying," he said.
"Weeks agp the doctors measured
out my little span of life and a larger
part of it ha,s slipped into Eternity
like falling pearls' from a broken
chain. I am very near the end, but
before I go, I want to tell you a
story. and after Death has removed
me beyond the jurisdiction of earth-
ly courts, you may tell it to the world.
No, I am not repetant. I am glad that
mine was the hand ordained by a
Heavenly Judge to mete out this
righteous punishment on earth. My
hair is silvered in the prime of man-
hood, my strength is broken, and the
dearest friends of my youth are lying
in early grikres, the work of one
man's hand. * * * I was a miner.
I loved the work in the coal mines,
the wresting of treasure from the silence the waiting silence
__laths:stela/A- -deptha-- of- -ear-Ca ....ths- iron ' which....fa/11-azound-2-4eatlubed...-...11 
the wheels of commerce and to bring occasional drip of the water from the
comfort to the firesides of the poor damp walls was all the strand that
althea the A act winters of our north- broke the intense stillness until far
ern latitude held the little town in a
long bondage to the Ice King.
MY name was respected and hon-
ored in the little place. I had gained
the confidence of the mine owners
and when I discovered the dishonest
practices by which the mine super-
intendent was defrauding the compa-
ny, and enriching himself the dai
that saw the prison doors close behind
me in his place. He vowed vengeance
upon rue and all connected with his
disgrace, but we looked upon his
threats as the ravings of an angry
man and trusted to his long term in
prison to change the current of his
evil intentions. The years of his sen-
tence glided by. The nrines became
more prodnctive. 1 had purchased an
interest/in the company and it seem-
ed that prosperity had rewarded my
long struggle, when one day all was
changed by one fiend's revenge.
I went down into the mines daily
with the men to direct their work.
On that morning we were lowered
into the great black shaft, away from
the glory of the fair June sky, away
from the smiling summer landscape,
down into its yawning heart shroud-
ed in darknegs intense, broken only
by the feeble rays of the small lamps
watli attached to our caps. The
entire force had been ordered to the
lowest level of the mine that day and,
as they filed out of the car with pick
and shovel, a muffled explosion far
above us caused some speculation as
to what had caused it, but as the en-
trance appeared clear, we proceeded
down a shaft which had been driven
at rightothgles to the train 'mit and
soon the ringing of picks of the min-
ers were stranding out through the
gloom. We were thousands of feet
below the surface and I noticed the
lamp on one of the miner's caps
flicker in the dense gloonni as if the
oil was failing. It flared nut). quiver-
ed and went hut. I drew out my
watch to see how long we must wait
before the noon shift of miners-
would comer° relieve us. To my in-
finite horror I saw that it was almost
an hour after our regular time for
relief, and just as my dulled mind was
comprehending this another lamp
flared up and went out in the gloom.
called the men and they came
stumbling thro' the darkness to the
shaft where .the car was supposed to
be. I told them. what 1 knew and a
ensued.
off in the gloom, another muffled sr-
port rangrang out. This roused us and
we began to investigate what the
trouble was. We decided to extin-
guish all the lights except one as the
oil was burning low, and a patty of
volunteers to take that one and see
if the way to the main shaft was
clear.
I was leader of the little party and
we crept away, in the darkness, go-
ing very slowly and cautiously, not
knowing what moment a bottomless
chasm would open at our feet or a
great fragment from above fall and
crush us.
We proceeded in the intense gloom
about an hour and hope wastkwaking
in our hearts, when suddenly in the
dense blackness I stumbled against
what I took for a fallen fragment. A
careful investigation revealed our
mistake and showed us the death-trap
in which we were caught. A solid
wall of rock and earth and coal had
fallen, completely closing the en-
trance to th emain shaft with tons of
mineral and shutting us away from
the glorious light of noon and sen-
tencing us to a livkng death far days,
till starvation set us free for no hu-
man power could force a way
through that tremendous mass until
too late. Slowly we retraced our
steps to our waiting comrades to car-
ry to them the word that Death had
set his seal on the door of our
gloomy sepulcher never to be broken.
Silently we rejoined the other min-
ers. No questions were asked. The
men knew what dark presence had
entered ill emine and we felt his sable
pinions fan our brows. The time
dragged on in that eternal night, the
lamps failed, one by ose , till an the
fourth day we saw the last feeble
flame expire in that awful darkness.
The silence was broken only by the
drip, drip of the water into a pool
that had formed on the floor of the
mine. and which furnished all the
drinking water for the imprisoned
miners. The yetigit of starvation be-
came more and more intolerable, un-
til all attempt at work ceased, and
we gathered a miserable, hopeless
group around the little pool of water
and waited for death as a welcome
relief. I listened to the voices of
men grow weaker and weaker
through a long space of unmeasured.
time. Finally I missed the cherry
call of the oldest miner and groping
in the dense gloom -to rouse him
from a stupor I grasped a hand
which was chilled by the touch of the
clerk angel that was very near its
now. The time crept on with leaden
feet, and after what seemed ages the
eftice 1st -eme-cif -the-melt-
ed me from a stupor of exhaustion.
He was raving, and it was, heart
breaking to bear his piteous Vies to
wife and mother for light, that the
night was so dark, and he could not
see tit way home. The pleading
voice grew weaker and weaker and
finally quivered into silence, the mad-
dening drip of the underground wa-
ter went on and I knew I was the
only living being in that underground
tomb. I must have lost conscious-
ness then, for the next 1 knew, .1 was
sitting with the head of the dead man
on my knee singing to him a low lul-
laby of my childhood and far away
down the blocked up passage the
faint clink of steel was audible and
I thought the Christmas bells of my
old home were ringing and it seem-
ed that the Christmas candles were
lighted, for a number of tiny points
of light were visible through the
blackness of the midnight gloom.
Someone was pouring something in
my mouth and, as the ebbing tide of
life flowed back, 1 knew that the
Christmas bells we-re the picks of the
rescuing miners and 'the dancing
candles were the lights frops their
lamps. I was carried to the surface
by the rescuers, the only one alive
of three score men. As soon as I
was strong enough to hear it, they
told me the cause of the destruction
of the mine. Our party had sent a
boy to the surface after a can of
powder on that long ago morning. As
he came back he saw the man who
had been discharged laying the fuse
to a long train of blasting powder,
and crouching in the gloom, saw him
apply the torch that doomed the men
lo a horrible death. A second train
of powder was laid, a second report
rang out, and tons of rook and coil
closed the entrance to their tomb.
The boy fled back to the surface and
told his otory to the horrified people.
A relief party went to the scene at
once and met the convict coming
from the shaft He exulted in the
deed and told the owners he had been
planning the explosion for weeks. He
was placed in the little log jail and
the mob that gathered grimly de-
clared they would trait until one of
the imprisoned miners were released
and' make him executioner. Every
man in the little town worked with
pick and shovel until the one living
man was rescued, and to me they as-
signed the character of executioner.
The white-faced coward, the chains
on his wrists and ankles was 'brought
frOTT1 his place of confinement. He
begged pitifully for his life, implored
the mob to show to him the ,mercy
which he had 'not shown to others,




Will reside between Broadway, Mayfield road, t9th street and
Wallace park (39th st.)—the drift is right now in that direction
—sidewalks are ordered out Broadway to 25th — street railway
has been extended south on t9th street—sewerage No. 3 comes
up to Jackson and 25th street. The handsomest homes are now
building at 29th and Broadway. The next great thoroughfare
parallefling Broadway and splitting this section through the
center is Ohio street, as all the other parrallel streets are block,
ed off at 28th street by hilly ground. Ohio street runs through
from 19th street to Wallace park (39th st.)—one mile and a
half, on a smooth easy grade. Steps are now being taken to
make this one of the finest boulevards in the state of Kentucky
and the foundation has been laid by the purchase by one party
of all the property on both sides of Ohio street from 25th to 3oth
streets. Street widened to 6o feet between the curbs—B,road-
way between the business houses across the sidewalks is only
66 feet. The sidewalks are 15 feet wide—lots front from so to
65 feet; alleys 20 feet. From 27th to 28th has been donated for
a public park—this has all been platted and recorded. To bring
about this great improvement for our future city it is now only
necessary for the owners of property on each end of this five
blocks to plat theirs to match, and the boulevard is done that will
last forever. If the owners on each end are so short sighted as
to make Ohio street the dimensions of an ordinary street then
this five blocks will be exclusive property and high priced be-
muse there is so little of it. If you own one of these lots and
Ohio street is made into a long boulevard—you make money—
if there is only 5 blocks of exclusive property, you make money.
So an investment in a few °esthete lots is a winner either
you take it—only 20 IOU will be sold during 1907.
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A GATHERING OF MEN AND WOMEN Or BRIG
HT MINDS FOR THE PURPOSE OF MUTUAL IMPROVEMENT.
THE PROGRAMME PRESENTS MANY PERSONS OF NATIONAL
 REPUTATION. LIST OFSPEAKERS:
MRS. LAURA G. FIEEN. MR JAMES SPEED, DR STANL
EY L. KREBS, REV. HERBERT S. BIGELOW, DR JAMES S. KIRT-
LEY, MR.
r
GIDEON GAEL, MISS RUTH HEMENWAY, MR, V. IL BAKSH, HON. E. W.
 CARM ACK, RABBI FINESCHR1BER,
MR. JAMES H. SHAW. THE MUSIC WILL BE OF THE 
BEST, BY THE CHATAUQUA CONCERT COMPANY, WESLEYAN
KALE QUARTETTE, AND OTHERS-REDUCED RAILROAD RATES ON ILLINOIS CENTRAL AND N. C. & ST.
 L. RAIL-
ROADS, ONE FARE PLUS 25 CENTS, FROM ALL PO
INTS WITHIN zoo MILES OF PADUCAH. SEASON TICKETS NOW
ON SALE. TO SECURE A TENT, WALL TENTS 
10112, $3.00; 12114, $4.00; COMPARTMENT TENTS WITH 6 FOOT WALLS
mem, 3 ROOMS; 12X13, 4 ROOMS, EACH 16-00; 12119, 5 
ROOMS $6.00-SEE W. P. NumbrELL. 11112171.0.1t;A
Under the Huopices of the papucati
Chautauqua Fissociation
Ten Days, June 1 3 23, Wallace Park
NEGRO CAUGHT WITH
HARNESS AND GLOVES
GEORGE SULLIVAN. COLORED, COULD NOT EXPLA
IN WHERE
HE GOT THE HARNESS, RAINCOAT AND GLOVES
-PADU-
CAH GIRLS REFORMED AT LOUISVILLE AND WILL BE,
SENT HOME-JOE FRITH, ALIAS JOE JOHNSON, C
HARGED
WITH BIGAMY-WILL DIXON, COLORED, IS WARRA
NTED-
POLICE MATTERS.
The police have at headquarters
two fine sets of harness ,one fine rain-
coat, one pair of lady's kid gloves
And one pair of gent's kid gloves as
result of some good work on the part
of Officers Cross and Johnson yes-
terday when they arrested George
Sullivan. coloreds who had the arti-
cles in his possession The author-
ities believe he stole the harness and
other things from some one and are
holding him for investigation.
The alert officers were passing
Ninth and Broadway when they
espied Sullivan coming along with a
tow sack slung over his back and
• raincoat over his arm. The trained
eye of the police detected suspicious
actions at once on part of the darky,
and halting him they asked where he
got the things. He "went all to
pieces" on being stopped and at first
claimed a friend of his told him to go
to a house on Jackmon between Third
and Fourth. get the articles and bring
them to the depot. He then chang-
ed and gave another version of how
he came in possession of the outfit,
and this convincing the police some-
thing was crooked he was locked up
and article, held awaiting identifica-
tion by the owner.
Girls Return Home.
' Chief of Police Collins yesterday
received a letter from the mother sn-
perior in charge of the Convent of
Good Shepherd at • Louisville an-
nouncing that Bessie and Nora Ladd
had turned out to be fine girls and
would be sent to the residence here
in Paducah July T when the convent
school dismisses fdr the summer.
Three years ago the girls, then of
a wayward and wild disposition, were
taken charge of here.by Chief Collins,
-who sent them to the school to see if
they could not he reformed and
taoght to lead good lives. They have
"Wade model inmates since being ad-
mitted to the institution, and have
clottely.applied themselves to thelr
etasliea and other duties assigned
them to the extent that the mother
superior now deems it safe for them
to come home, as they are leading,
npright,.nofile lives. One is fourteen
years of age and the other eighteen.
Quite. a number of Paducah girls
-bre being cared for at the home and
• reports from the institution are that
they make the best inmates there,
seeming to quickly reform and there-
requisition papers, and was then in-
early life, but from which they sway-
ed until taken charge of
‘••••
hCargsd With Bigamy.
Joseph Frith, alias Joseph Johnson,
is now' occupying a cell in jail on the
charge of bigamy, being wanted at
Brookport, Ill., opposite this city,
and was arrested yesterday morning
at Fourth and Broadway by Officers
Brennon and Shelby. He refused to
go back over to Brookpoet without
Charged With Bigamy.
carcerated to await the documents,
which will be sent for at once.
Constable Shaffer of Brookport
came yesterday with a warrant for
Frith, whoilits lumber inspector em-
ployed at the Lack Singletree works
in Mechanicsburg. He claims that
Frith married a woman in Tennessee
some yeats ago under the name of
Frith, and that the inspector came to
Brookport and took a pOsition with
lumber plants there. The warrant
states that About three years ago he
married Miss 011ie Wilson of Brook-
port, assuming the name of Johnson.
Constable Shaffer says that shortly
thereafter Frith was sent to prison
for forgery, but paroled. A. P. Utter-
back, the well known Brookport bus-
iness man. going Frith's parole band.
The latter, on getting out, says the
constable sent his Brookport wife to
Louisville and then brought his Ten-
nessee wife and children to Brook-
port. Three weeks age the second
wife returned from Louisville, and
finding another wife on hand, war-
ranted Frith in 'Squire Lackman's
court.
Frith worked for Fletcher & Fore-
man at Brookport until April 3 when
that plant burhed, and he then came
here and took a position with the
Lack plant. He claims he has only
one wife, never served any time in
the penitentiary, and will cause some-
one trouble in the matter. He is 35
years old, was born in Tobaccoport,
-Tenn , and goes well dressed.' •
Articles Identified. .\
„, Frank Parham yesterday identified
the articles gotten from Will Ditton,
colored, as things stolen from his A SKETCH FROM ithIFESSIONAL
residence at The Inn on North Sev-
enth street, the building beinesesehe
one owned by Dr. J. G. Brooks. .Dix-
on was arrested Tuesday night on
suspicion of being the housebreaker,
and yesterday on Mr Parham identi-
fying the things, a warrant was got-
ten out for Dixon charging him with
forcing an entrance into the home
and taking the articles.
Charged With-Bootlegging.
Henry Jordan, colored, was arrest-
ed by Detectives Moore and Baker
yesterday on the charge of bootlegg-
ing at Mayfield.. He was found at
Flournoy brothers' commission house
on North First street, where the
darkey worked as porter. The May-
field author'ties will come today for
him and take Jordan back to that
city to. stand trial.
A FELONY IN TENNESSEE.
Plant Bed Scraping Punishable by
Imprisonment in That State.
The many depredations that have
been committed by plant-bed scrap-
ers in parts of Tennessee recently
have caused manse of the growers in
that state to investigate the law
bearing on the punishment for such
1
' offenses, ;aye an exchange. There
seems to have gone abroad an im-
pression that A act passed by the
last Tennessee legislature made the
1
 
scraping of a plant bed only a mis-
demeanor, but the text of the house
bill reads as follows: 
s.,.
Section r.-.Be it enacted by the
general assembly of the state of Ten-
nease0That it shall be a felony pun-
ishable by from one to ten years'
imprisonment in the penitentiary, and
by full judgment of infamy and dis-
qualification. for any; person or per-
sons to enter upon the premises of
another and wilfully damage or de-
stroy, by any mean' and through
any agency whatsoever, any tobacco
plant bed or tobacco crop, growing
or otherwise, or any other crop,
growing or otherwise. •
A Temperance State.'
Mississippi has 75 counties, all but
nine of which are tinder prohibition
law. These nine counties lie entirely
on the Western Mississippi river
border and on its narrow southern
seaboard. A larger proportion of its
area is tinder prohibition than of any
other state in the union except those
that rejoice in total ,extinction of
the saloon. It is expected that two
more counties will come over to the
pro'hitition side, and men are al-
ready predicting that the day is in
sigh's when the Mississippi saloon
shall have been dsieen out.
(Continued from Page Two.)
out a protetctor, vengeance for the
noble dead lying in that loathsome
grave, and when they put the loaded
rifle in my hands and led me to where
the murderer sat blindfolded on his
coffin besides his open grave, no false
pity stirred my heart as I carefully
aimed the rifle and saw the criminal
drop lifeless into the waiting grave.
And now father"-Ta paroxysm of vio-
lent coughing seized the speaker, a
torrent of blood flowed from mouth
and nostril and he fell prostrate on
the study floor, the lifeblood stain-
ing throat and brow. •
The priest put the crucifix into the
stiffening hands 1-.rvssed the lids over
the sightless eyes and silently com-
mended the spirit into the care of the
Angel of the Ressurrection.
-MAY ELLIS.
Fairs in Kentucky During ism.




Madisonville, July 3o August
Danville, July 31 August 2.












































Capital '  $330,00o.00
Surplus and Undi-
vided Profits. . . I 00,000.00
Stockholders' Ua
bility  230,000.00
Total . . . . $560.00n.00
Total Resources . . $985,433.23
DIRECTORS
W.P. Bradshaw, J. A. Bauer, Louis F.IIColb, H.
/A. Petter, C. P. Rieke, Muscoe Burnett, Geo.'.
, Thompson, President.; T. J. Atkins, Vice-Pres.;
Yd. L. Atkins, Cashier.
1MONUMENTS
We have a fine line o f Marble, Granite and Sto
ne Monu-
ments which show th e best of workmanship and hi
gh de-
gree of artistic concep don. Our smallest and low
est priced
Monuments have an a ir of distinction.
Parties desirous to b eautify their lots should inspect our
line of curbing and m cnuments in
WHITE BLEACHING STONE
I
Remember we have the largest, beet and most distinctive
line in the Purchase. 220 South TItird.St.
J.E.Williamsori&Co
.5 fr





At Register Building, 523 Broadway.
IAMBS E. WILHELM, President
.70101 WILHELM, Treasurer
ROBERT S. WILHELM, Secretary
.`
Entered at the Postoffice of Padu-
cah, Ky., as second-clase mail matter.
One Year $5x00
Six Months  2.50




Anyone failing to receive this paper
regularly should report the matter to
The Register office at once. Tele-
phone Cumberland 318.
!I





Not the Only Murderer. ,
The story of Orchard is finished
and reveals him as a monster such as
were supposed to have become ex-
tinct with the dark ages. Yet when
VI e stop to think, there is nothing
unusual or even not accounted for in
human nature as we know it. Men
have always existed and always will
exist who care nothing for human
life. Some very good men, judged
by ordinary standards, seemingly
;are nothing whatever for the lives
Df oheir fellows. 'Indeed the mine
awners have had to be compelled by
law to make even the smallest pro-
vision for the safety of their em-
3loyes. Railroads never adopted
•afety appliances until the voice oi
.he law spoke the command. Dan-
;erous vocations vast in which the
ianger might be lessened materially
3y /he employer; yet, as a rule, he
s willing to allow the r'sk of death
o remain heavy rather than to
eaand4k.jew dollars in improving'
ionditid%.. These are not' to be
gassed with Orchard, but they serve
o show the callousness to human
odelering induced by the lust; for
noney. .
The milk inspectors of our cities
vill 'bear testimony that there are a
e-w dairymen in every locality who
my condemned cows and endeavor
o sell milk containing germs of
atal diseases regardless of the lives
if their elastomers, risking trie
laughter of infants' in order that
hey may make a .few dollars, while
he absolute disregaed to human life
ihown 'by the money-grabbing pack-
ug house owners has made a story
hat shocked and terrified the hu-
nen race. Betaren these and Or-
hard, the dealer in direct assassina- ,
ion, there is but a very short etep.
Every man in our land knows there
re agencies that furnish for a small
UM per day armed men guaranteed
o shoot to kill upon orders of the '
mployer. Gigantic corporations
rid multi-millionaires have too often
=played the Pinkerton Guards for
heir existence to be anything but
tale news.
The story of Orchard may be true
.i• false, but t• men informed on
nodern conditions, it shows no new
nonster; simply emphasizes that
act that men still kill for hire as
hey always did.
As to the connection of , Moyer,
laywood and Pettibone with these
znurdirs, we decline to be boon y
the testimony of the man Orchard
admits himself to be.' But if they
were -connected with the plots testi-
tied to, they are the fit associates of
the mane owners who employed
hired thugs and ,the officials who
violated every provision of the bill
of rights and trampled 'human lib-
erty under their feet ,in their fight
against the organization time diatia-
guished trio are a, the head of.
What's the Use?
Ottawa Constitution.
Fortunate is 'that man, witether
editor or ."slight,'Inenneritablem
voter, who caw resist the thunder of
national politics and thd withal pyro-
technks of those who Jt ft she lime-
light 0 rits shadow, stifficiently to
take a sane view .61 the situation.
We have found one such man. Dis-
coursing with a meek logic -.the
Indianapolis News, he says:
'It occurs to us that there is no
special reason for any great excite-
ment or pother at this early day
Amen the next 'presidential cam-
paign or candidates. All in good
time, 'Pile people have a' year of
prosperity before them yet--as pros-
perous, apparently, as. any of the
golden years that trivegohe before
Their politics is not in chaotic shape,
and they are ,not to be diverted just
yet from the serious business of life.
And they are abundantly ale to
take care of themselves at the proper
time."
Our hand goes out in sympathy to
this eminently sagacious gentleman.
What's the use?
It looks like dollar wheat. The
corn crop is beginning to make a
noise like an overladen corncopia.
The cotton farmers are better or-
ganized than at any period in their
history, and more determined than
ever to get a legitimate price- for
their product, .now selling above it
cents. •
American factories are playing a
cheerful tune, from Kennebunkport
to Portland. American mines are
pouring out coal and metal in an in-
creasing volume. The railroads are
generally, being taaned. Even the
Standard Oil octopus -carries an
affrighted complexion, the color of
chalk.
National prosperity is
ous, too sensible, to be
strung by politics.
Discuss politics? Oh, yes! We'll
have to do it, now and then.
But summer's coming on; The
surf is rolling upon the beach. The
breezes are playing with the trys in
the mountains. The tennis court
beckons. The golf links become se-
ductive.
Let's forget politics a while—or
put ice about our collar bands when





President Roosevelt is becoming
quite an advocate of public owner-
ship. In his speech at the James-
town exposition Monday he eame
out boldly for the government re-
taining its mineral lands in the west
and leasing the coal lands to be
operated under governmental super-
vision. He thinks this plan to be
the best to offset the evils of the
coal trust. Thousands. of people in
this country who were not favorable
o public ownership are rapidly being
forced to, accept that policy as the
only means for relief. The trusts,
monopolies and the insolence of
owners of public utilities are doing
more, by their methods, to create a
sentiment in favor of public owner-
ship than any other agency. Mr.
Roosevelt complains that the com6i-
nations of capital have grown so
strong that they menace the very
government. The same can be said
in cities where the public utilities are
owned by corporations. They take
hand in politics and dominate the
municipal government and thereby
create a greater evil than that of
politics in muncipal ownership. Some
ears ago for a man or a newspaper
to stand for municipal ownership
meant to be called a crank, an agi-
tator and a dangerous man, but the
masses of the people, including the
business men, are becoming edu-
cated upon the subject to such an ex-
tent that corporations having a hold
on a city see, the danger ahead of
them and forthwith hire newspapers
to lie for them and mislead the pub-
lic, and if those they control cannot
deliver the goods they are ready to
o down in their pockets and estab-
lish other sheet, to help them retain
their powerful hold on tHe people.
They .can afford to spend thousande.
of dollars with newspapers to fight
their battles,. for they can then
squeeze the thousands of dollars
from the consumers' pockets. Pub-
lic ownership is gaining gropnd and
in ten years from now the American
people well wonder how they were
ever so 'Foolish as to be held up and
robbed of thousands of dollars each
year like they are being robbed in
Paducah.
J. E111Gosion.
The death of the., itenior senator'
from Alabama rkrnoves from public'
life not only one of the greatest
statesmen in the nation,.but a type of
public men loses almost its last rep,
resentative. Senator John L Mor-
gan was the product of a school that
produced such men as .Harris, of
Tennessee, Beck, of our own state,
Cob:0;M of Georgia and Lamar of
Miesissippi. in the south. While
Hoar of Massachusetts, 'Thurman of
Ohio, Sherman of the same state,
William' Everts of New York and his
successor, Rosecoe Conklin, were the
products of the same school. In-this
ciassificattion we do not mean to I
claim ,that these men all Saw alike,1
ithought alike or stpod for the same
things. But that they were all men
full grown and active in politics be-
fore the war, that all were students
of the constitution, that each applied
himself to the business of legislating
with earnestness, intelligence and
honesty. Besides each hod made one
or more special subjects of polity,
procedure or economics his owt,
mastered its eery detail and filled his
magazine with the amMunition of ar-
gument to defend his views.
Jno. 'F. Morga.n was eighty-three
when the summons of death came to
him, and maintained the activities of
his mind to the end. His long life
was filled with honor and power. His
hoary head was a crown of wisdom.
And while he represented Alabama
in the senate, yet together with his
colleague, Senator Peons, he was re-
garded as the representative -of the
south. In fact he was one those
who, in a peculiar sense, deserved to
be called a "Southern Gentleman;"
he had defended her cause upon the
field of battle, he had maintained her.
honor in the place of council.
To speak of Morgan and not to
mention the interoceanic canal would
be as much out of place to speak of
Wellington and not mention Water-
loo. If this canal is ,ever finished it
will be a monument to the memory
of John F. Morgan. He dreamed it,
he fought its fight, and at his death
he was chairman of the senate com-
mittee in charge of its interest.
When Pettus goes, all of an ideal
school of southern, statesmen will
have vanished. Others may come
who will rise as high in the councils
of our nation, none will evr be able
to take their place. The emblazoned
scroll of fame will never be graced
with more honorable names than
those of Morgan and his comrades.
MONSTER ORCHARD
'REMAINS FIRM
CAN'T BREAK DOWN HIS TES-
TIMONY—REGARDED AS A
WONDER.
Defense Attorneys Are Much Per-
plexed—Has Not Been Coached—
I. Calm and Collected.
noise, Idaho. June 12.—Harry Or-
chard, calm and self-possessed, began
today the seventh day of his exam-
ination in the chapters of his later
life, which beginning with petty so-
cial offenses, led on through a maze
of fearful crime to the penitentiary
and shadow of the gallows. For six
days judge, jury, lawyers, newspaper
men and spectators have listened to
this auto-recital that runs the gamut
of evil-doing until mere murder has
become commonplace and wholesale
assassination barely enough to cause
sensation in the crowded courtroom.
So far no subtle trap laid by coun-
sel accustnnied to lure a witness to
contradiction has caught Orchard in
no material contardidction of his or-
iginal narrative.
He is willing to tell everything he
has done; to give the closest detail—
detail so minute that some difference
seems inevitable when it is retold, but
not once has this-difference been suf-
ficient to give his cross-examitter hope
that he can impeach the witness by
showing contradiction. Counsel for
the defense themselveg say that their
associate, who has taken upon him-
self the task of cross-examination, is
baffled at times by the directness and
the absolute cohesion of. Orchard's
replies. They are not slow to pro-
nounce Orchard the most remarkable
witness they have ever seen, and ev-
en .say that he is possibly the most
peculiar psychological 'study ever of-
fered for the direction of a crogs-ex-
aminer.
Was Not Coached.
The suggestion has been made that
the Mall is coached for the ordeal.
Warden Whitney, of the Idaho peni-
tentiary. laughs at the idea. He, too,
after watching Orchard foe more
than twelve months, pronounces him
as far beyond his ken, notwithstand-
ing his intimate knowledge of the
character of criminals. Orchard, he
says, has not talked for fifteen min-
utes about his etaininatioo, with any-
one since he first went ois,the stand.
He spends his time alone when not
asleep or eating, thinking or reading.
l'rcliard is brought, in from the
penitentiary every morning and is
taken to the office of J. T. Hawley,
leading counsel for the state. De-
tectives and trusted deputies guard
every entrance. Just before the hour
for the opening of court a closed car-
riage drives to the door and in a few
minutes Orchard passes quickly into
the carriage, the warden of the peni-
tentiary 'and two deputies enter, and
they are driven rapidly to the court-
house. A small crowd of curious peo-
ple always line 'the sidewalk outside
of the bedding while Orchard and his
escort cross the few feet to time ye-
hide. At times the carriage 'stops at
the front gote of the courthouse
grounds, but wore often the prisoner
I h h Presiclent Ifughes"pre
is taken to the back entrance. He al-
ways enters the building by the stair-
way Made temporarily for the use of
the jury and-the prisowars. ywooit
I is brought in by the same Mairwayand is always closely guarded.
Freedom Allowed Defense.
A remarkable feature of the cross-
examination has been the freedom
allowed by the prosecution to the
counsel for the defense. Objections
are seldom made. Mr. Richardson's
questions are frequently mis'eading,
but this brings'no protest.
Mr. Hawley's objaetions ,are more
frequently overruled than sustained.
Judge Wood has evidently determin-
ed to give every latitude in the exam-
ination of Orchard and to allow ev-
ery detail of the story to go before
the jury. Whether he will later rule
out any portion of 'the evidence de-
pends possibly on the argument to be
presented when the defense renews
its objections to Orchard's testimony
on the ground that it does not suffi-
ciently connect theu client with the
conspiracy alleged by. Orchard and
charged by the state.
The cross-examination of Orchard
has been carried out in such extraor-
dinary detail, and so much time has
been consumed in threshing the same
straw over and over again, that there
is reason to believe Richardson hopes
to wear the witness down. The whole
of yesterday afternoon's testimony
was confined practically to a few
months of the time Orchard spent in
Denver after returning from his trip
to California, where he tried to kill
Fred . Bradley. Many' plans were
made for murder and assassination
and some petty crimes were commit-
ted, but Orchard had not succeeded in
"pulling anything off." When court
adjourned, he was starting for Can-
on City, Col., for the purpose of as-
sassinating former Gov. Peabody.
who seems to have borne a charmed
life, so many times did he escape the
bullet or the bomb of the man who
waited to kill him.
Mentions Names. 
'Duringhis narration Orchard con-
tinually mentions the names of peo-
ple who are in the courtroom as spec-
tators or as witnesses. Mrs. Steve
Adams and Mrs. Pettibone are al-
ways present. "Bill" Easterly, who
has formally been charged by Or.
chard with participating in fii6 plans,
is constantly an attendant. and Jas.
Kirwan, the acting secretary of the
Western Federation of Miners, and
whose name has been brought in by
Orchard from time to time, but who
has not been charged by the witness
With having helped in any of the
conferences, is generally an interest-
ed listener. Mr. Kirwan came to
Boise on a summons from the state.
The Western Federation is now
holding its annual session at Denver
and a substitute for Kirwan was se-
lected in order to allow him to at-
tend the trial. Haywood while in the
court has received several telegrams
front the members of the Federation,
now in session He always seems
gratified to receive them and shows
them to members of his counse0
SALE IS SURELY
RECORD-BREAKER.
Crowds Had to Be Locked Ot.t of
Levy's Store—Seventeen Extra
Clerks Secured and Then They
Could Not Haffdle the Trade.
Probably the most phenomenal sale
ever conducted in this city is that
now going on at the Levy ready-
made tailoring establishment on
Broadway, as yesterday the people
clamored so for admittance to the
store to take advantage of the great
cut prices that Mr. Levy had to actu-
ally lock the front door, to prevent
entering at one time any more than010,4, 'handled by the
attaches. He had seventeen extra
clerks on duty yesterday, which com-
bined with his regular force.. Put
about twenty-five at disposal of the
customers, but the people flocked in
so that for nearly two hours the
doors had to he locked to keep out
others until those inside could get
waited on. The fortunate ones com-
ing in first crowded the establishment
so that room was not left for others.
until the early arrivals got waited on.
Mc. Levy has Cut prices down to
bottom figures and le great rush
from the populace shows the con6-
dence everybody has in his big sale,'
where be gives them the best in the
house for the slaughtered prices.
He will continue the sale for ten
days and is putting extra clerks in the
store as fast as he can get them, as
the rush of yesterday showed him
the augmented force was not suf-
ficient to handle the trade
BRYCE SPEAKS AT URBANA.
Urbana, III., June la—Commence-
ment day fit the University of Il-
linois Was celebrated today with a
program of exercises that was of
mete than ordinary interest. Prete-
ident James presided over the exer-
dies and the address to the gradu-
ates was delivered by James Bryce,




Ripon, Wis.. June I2.—The term
at Ripon college was, brought to a
close this morning with graduating
exercisee ,held in the Conreffaiion-
a
tented the diplomat to the gradu I
ates and Prof. William James Manch A friend, in the world's eye, is one
of New Haven, Conn., delivered -the you can borrow from without ,giving
commeocement address. - _ •
Painless Dentistry
HERE TO STAY LONGIESTABILMED
We employ graduate and licensed 'dentists, who are experts and
we all painless methods.
Our equipment, perfeCt system and large volume of business make





Gold Filings  1.00
Platinum  ton
Silver  • ••75
--.:441111
The Hill Dental Co.
OF FICE OVER CHERRY'S GROCERY
Office Hours: 8 a. in. to 8 p. in. Sunday's 9 a. m. to 4 P. m-
end and Broadway Phone
FORD RESIDENCE AGED GENTLEMAN
VISITED TWICE WAS DROWNED
PROWLER SHOT AT TWICE
LAW' NIGHT BY MR.
FORD.
Tuesday Night Some One Set Fire
to the Ford Residence, Which
Was Partially Burned.
Joseph Ford, of sat) Mill street, in
Mechanicsburg, doubtles has some
persistent enemy, as last night and
the evening before the prowler visit-
ed his residence, the first time set-
ting fire to the place, while last
night on the second visit he was
preparing to get in some kind of
work when Ford awoke and fired
twice at the culprit, who scampered
out of the yard.
Ford runs a soft drink store in
Mechanicsburg and lives in the
house adjoining\ Some one pried
open a window Tuesday night, set
two jugs of gasoline inside and ap-
plied a match, one jug exploding
and sending flames lying every-
where. Neighbors heard the explo-
sion and arousing the family, all
joined in extinguishing the fire,
which burned out one room. The
other jug of gasoline did not explode.
Ford's family slept until awakened
by the neighbors.
Last night Mr. Ford and family
retired about to o'clock and shortly
thereafter he was awakened by
some one trying to force open a
windoW. Picking up his revolver he
slipped out and tired twice at the
midnight visitor, but missed him.
The marauder dashed out of the yard
and made his escape.
Ford suspects certain parties who




Forked Current Strikes St. Louis
Street Car in Crowded West
End Heights.
St. Louis. June I2.—A bolt of light-
ning, at tt:ao o*al ock last night.
struck a Market street car, at West
End Height., completely wrecking it,
and seven ivitsengers aboard were
for several minutes stunned by the
shock and blintle‘by the vivid glare.
The car was just rounding a carve,
preparing to leave the garden, when
the bolt struck. Several of the pas-
sengers were women.
The fla•h extinguished the lights in
the car. It was several minutes be-
fore the passengers could extricate
themselves from the splintered frame-
work and twisted metal.
The deafening crash that followed
the bolt threw a crowd of men and
women in the garden into a panic.
Hundreds were waiting in eheltered
spots for the rain to subside.
The car was entirely demoslished.
Crowd in Shelter See Bolt Strike.
The only passenger whose name
was learned' wae Louis Obert, Jr.,
son of Louis Obert, owner of West
End Heights, and president of the
Obert's Brewery company.
A large crowd had taken shelter
tinder the theater roof near where
the accident occurred. The car was
splintered and the iron was twisted
into fantastical shapes.
The car was in charge of Michael
Welch, motorman. and James. lynch,
conductor.. 'Neither was injured.
EDITORS AT JAMESTOWN.
Norfolk, Vast June ia--This morn-
ing the members of the National Ed-
itorial Association, in annual con-
vention at th eeeposition, were treat-
ed to addreiees by a galaxy of noted
journalists, writers and public men.
Addresses' by Governor Glenn of
North Carolina, Lincoln Steffens of
Niew York and' H. J. tsnapp of Au-
burn, N. Y., were features of the
,program. This afternoon the editors
and their wives made a trip to Vir-
ginia • Beach and Cape
"UNCLE" DAN CUNPINGHAII




REMAINS OF MRS. BUSH AR-
RIVE TODAY FROM
CAIRO.
Mr. George Sullivan Died of Planta -
monis in the County—Mr. Jas.
Ballowe's Sister Died.
Mr. Daniel Cunningham. the well
known brick mason and heating fur...
nace man, was drowned yes:erday at
noon off the steamer Margaret, that
lies opposite this city at 10wen's l'
land, and the body has not yet bees
recoered. He was one of the oldest
and best known residents of this city
where he had resided for fifty years,
and his accidental death causes much
sorrow to hundreds of friends.
Mir. Cunningham had gone over to
repair the furnaces on the steamboat.
and while walking along the edge or
board He arose once to the surface,
it. stumbled and fell over-the staging,
but the current carried hint under
some barges and was drowned,
nothing more being seen of his body,
although it was dragged for for,
hours yesterday afternoon.
Mr. Cunningham was known to
everybody as "Untie Dan," and he
was a cheerful, warm friend to ag.
He was born in Ireland, but came to
this country ahem a young man and
located in Paducah before the war.
For years he was connected with the
old gas company when the plant was
located at Third and Harrison •treete
He was a man who had a cheerful,
encouragii.o word for everybody, his
never-failing salutation on greeting
hi% host of friends along the street
being "God bless you, sir"
He resided at 621 South Tentir
street, and besides his wife leaves a
son in St. Louis and one daughter.
here, Mrs. Charles Adams of Twenty-
third and Clark streets.
Today efforts to recover the corpse
will be rearmed.
Bring Body Here.
Undertaker Guy Nance yeeterday
received a telegram from a Cairo un.
dertaker, asking that the former meet
the 7:45 o'clock train coming in from
the Egyptian City this matting and
tato charge of the remains of Mrs.
Bush, who will be buried at Oak
Grove cemetery. The message did
not state who she was or give par-
ticulars about the dissolution.
Died in County.
Mr. George Sullivan died of pneu-
monia at the residence of his father,
Mr J. W. Sullivan. of the Florence
Station neighborhood in the county. ,
The deceased was eighteen yiars
age. Ind besides his father and moth...:
er, is survived by one brother and
four rioters.
The remains were buried at 4




Mr. Jame. 11419we, *the .Broadway near Sixth street, left yes-
terday for Vienna, Ill.. where he, wal
called to attend the funeral today of
his sister, Mrs. W. G. Jecksota 'deed'
23 years, who died festerday at Chi-
cago, where she mock* SIWONV/94 j-'
away of pneumonia, an tlie mains
were taken to her 'foilatto '4:'
interment. •
BILL'S ALL RIGHT. •Iletb i'••N......r
the city 
evvity. iGnratheanr-'-i.n 
interest Of the •Willib.1";1 -*
, __„„
makingsteadMaedgircained tctillo 7iasn rt. Ix, ,. Bill its
medicine busineas ‘11644141 i irjog populist speteles 'at the re",n ft
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NOW GOING ON, THE GREATEST CLOAK, SUIT, SKIRT AND
WAIST SALE EVER ATTEMPTED IN THE HISTORY OF PA-
DUCAH AND VICINITY. NEVER. BEFORE AT THIS TIME HAS
SUCH ENORMOUS BARGAINS BEEN OFFERED. EVERY AR-
TICLE IN THIS MAMMOTH STOCK AT LESS THAN COST TO
ILANIUFACTURE.
profits Demoralized We JVIcan &minces
*ices on paper means nothing unless backed up with dependable mer-
efitandise, and to the skeptical buyer we will say our merchandise will
bear the most careful inspection as to style, quality and prcea. The repu-
tation of this house has always been of handling garments for Ladies
and Misses of the highest standard. Hundreds and hundreds of cus-
tomers were turned away on account of the immense crowds dttending
thw sale yesterday, but an extra force of salespeople have been secured
to wait upon every one the balance of dais marvelous sacrifice sale
.
Bargains each and every day during this sale. Every day we will put
out stew. bargains
317 BROADWAY
The Cloak and Suit Store for Style and Fashion
t1UttUlatit2 22UUUUUUUUU
u TODAY IN HISTORY. u
st
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June 13.
efet— 1 saac Norris. one of the early
leaders of the Pennsylvania
Quakers, died near Philadel-
phia. Born Oct. 3. tetet.
1798—Malta taken by likmaparte.
item—Gustave P. Cluseret, Minister
of War in the Paris Com-
mune, born. Died two.
.04:so-Great Socialist demonstration
le Paris.
, . 1673—Battle of Elmira.
"-IBMs—Charles J. Jenkins. Governor
of Georgia after the civil war.
died. Born 1805.
1894—Prendergast, the assassin of
Mayor Harrison. hanged in
Chicago.
I895—British Government announc-
ed aelprotectorate for Uganda.
Central- Africa.
t897--Bomb exploded near the car-
riage of President Faure. of
France.
twee-Reigning Grand Duke of Old-
enburg died.
1905—Theodore P. Delyagiuse ,Prime




Puerto Corte,. Honduras, June
(via New Orleans. June ta.)—
Threats of violence against foreign-
ers, especially Americans, after the
departure of the Americau gunboats
now patrolling the liqnduran coast
have caused an investigatibn by'
Commander Fttilam. of the Marietta.
The situation appeared serious
enough to warrant a letter from
Commander Fullam addressed to J.
M Mitchell, Jr., United States con-
sular agent at San Pedro. in the in-
terior. where most of the threats had
been made Commander Fullam
called attention to the fact that the
first arrest and detention on board
he Marietta had been that of an
American for being drunk. He cited
Just
Open IV
We are permanently opened for
business, presenting one of
The purest, newest, clean-
est and cheapest line of
Drugs, Sundries and No-
s in the city.
Try Der Eight Year-Old Bonded






this as an example of American
good faith in carrying out a pobey
of protecting everybody alike.
The Honduran minister of foreign
affairs, Es C. Fiallos, sent the Amer-
ican commander a letter about the
presence of American marines, in
which he claimed that the Americane
had notified Nicaragua that if t)te
Nicaraguan soldiers were withdrawn
from Honduras the Americans
would have to take military charge
of the coast immediately.
Commander Fullam wired Senor
Fiallos that no such statement had,
been made to the Nicaraguan au-
thorities.
CREDIT MEN IN SESSION.
Chicago, III.. June sa.—The twelfth
annual converoion of the National
Association of Credit Men began in
this city today and will continue
three days. More than five hundred
delegates are in attendance, repre-
senting the leading wholesale houses
and manufacturing firms in all large
cities of the country.
The intitial eeseion was devoted to
the formalities attending the open-
ing, including the exchange of greet-
ngs, and the annual address of the
president, in which was *viewed
the history of credit men's associa-
tions and the salutary results achiev-
ed by them in placing business upon
'a sounder basis and inoecuring need
ed legislation.
One of th einteresting features of
the succeeding sessions will be the
repirts of th estanding committees
dealing with matter.; affecting the
policy of the association in relation
to the extension of credit, legislation,
bankruptcy, lterature, adjustments,
mercantile agency and other sub-
jects.
MISS FISH A BRIDE.
New ye rk, June ta—Miss Marion
Fish, daWghter of Mr. and Mrs.
Stuyvesant Fish. was the most not-
able of the June brides fday, when 
guarantee a fair deal and polite
treatment to all who patronize it.
her marriage to Albert Z. Gray, son
of Judge Clinton Gray, took 
place. The sale will last ten days if the
in the fashionable St. Bartholomew' te "36 hold 
out.,
church. The wedding was a notablor
the 
:
incident socially, for gues 
i
t. THIS IS MY 57TH BIRTHDAY"
--Sydney A. Fisher.
ydney A. Fisher, the Canadian
ster of agriculture, was born in
()twee!. June 12, 185o, and war ed-
entrain. Flounces of rose point lace Orated at M
cGill university and later
formed the ttrimming and she worejitie Trinity col
lege, Cambridge. Re-
a bridal veil of .the. sam; materee(Moing to 
Canada, he devoted him-
Th ebride had but one atttenelleeteeleff to agricult
ure at Alva form, near
her cousin, Miss Janet. Fish, Ksiowiton, and
 to a thorough study
Following the church cerenuilie of public affairs He
 was one of the
there was a large reception at' the k founders of the Vu
ebec Fruit Grow-
home of the bride's parents in least ere' association
, and has been an act-
greenfly-eighth) street. Agee:their ive promoter in
 numerous agricultur-
wedding tour the bridal couple will al societies and 
associations through -
take a home on Ldng Island 'for out his native
 province. With the
the coming autumn and winter exception o
f one session he has been
in the House of Commons continio
"THIS IS MY setts BIRTHDAY" °wily since 1882. 
and as was natur-
Robert William Perks. ' ally expected was 
choeen Minister
Robert William Perks, a member of 'Agriculture in 189
6, when the jib--
of the British parliament .who re- eral gover
nment came into power.
cently visited America to discuss the During the ten 
years or more that
establishment if a worldwide Meth- he has been at 
its head he has work-
odist brotherhood, was born et ed the dep
artment of agriculture up
Hammersmith, June 13, r849. He to a condition 
of high efficiency.
wee edsteated at Bath and at King's . 
7 
College, London. Foil Ivitenty4MtL 1e.ifee0ever. pu
sheeretioke:fronble
years he was a solicitor in partner- a man than he co
uld get out of if
ship with Stir jleury Fowler, and,he played tfic game
 right.
has been eitorniNently identlIbed will) liginy a girl ace
epte a ferry be
nanibee of great inclustrie/ and keep some other fellow
 guessing.
engineering undertakings. Among
other enterprises in which he has
been interested was the plan of the
late Mr. Yerkes- for the ekctrifica-
bon of London's underground *rail-
ways. r he son of a Wesleyan min-
ister, Mr. Perks pearly became ine-
bued with 4 strong religious zeal
and in spite of his numerous duties
he has always found time to chain-
pion the cause of Methodism. He
is credited, too., with being one of
the weatthitst 'member, of she
British House of Commons and has
contributed liberally to many relig-
jous anti missionary movements,
included the most prominent likaike
of New York and Newport sotie
The bride's grown was of
satin. cut in long simple lines,
A DELAYED IsPRING.
This year has broken all weather
records and as a. consequence all
vegetabies and frdits are late in
reaching our markets, while the
staple crops of corn, tobacco, wheat
and hay are all behind, leaving the
farmers generally with the blues.-
Meechants all over the country
have shelves filled with spring stock
that remain,, unsold even after the
season ha,, gone and summer is at
hand. But every ill has a remedy,
every poison an antedote and every
cloud a silver lining.
Today at 9 o'clock will sec the
opening of the most remarkable sale
of ready-to-wear ladies' garments
ever held in Paducah. Levy will put
every piece of clothing in their
mammoth establishment at the low-
est prices such goods were ever
offered to h.entueky buyers. This.
house believes in the commercial
adage thael "The first foss is the
least loss," and will give our citi-
zens a chance- to buy good goods at
the price of the cheapest.. The
Register's representative saw the
immense display they will offer last
night when it was ready for the sale
and thinks that Taff of the Register's
readers may confidently expect "bar-
gains as is bargains." And from our
dealings with this house we can
Washington, June 12.—Attorney
Worthington, representing Edwin S.
Holmes, Jr., in the trial of the latter
O n the charge oT being a party to the
leakage of the cotton crop report of
the Department of Agriculture, made
an effort at the beginning of Tues-
day's seaisior to admit that he had
authorized Statistician Hyde to
!change the figure in his (White's)
reports, which Mir. White had. yester-
day testified had been done, butsdid
not succeed. The witness at first de-
clared that he was positive he had
not given any such authority, but lat-
er modified the statement lto the
extent of saying he was not quite
sure on that pornt. He said he was
often questioned by the statistician
as to the accuracy of his reports.
Miss Enima S. Thompson, a clerk
in the office- of the statistician, the
first lady witness in the case, testified
concerning the methods of prepar-
ing thesecotton crop report, in which
she ha s'esar several years been em-
ployed. She saidflin 1904 and the first
part of loos the reports from the field
were generally handed to her by Mr.
Holmes, with whom she had fre-
quent conversations concerning the
work, at times assisting in translating
telegraphic crop reports, which al-
ways came in "code." ,
Methods Employed.
Miss Thompson detailed the meth-
ods of the compilers of the final re-
ports, saying that when Hyde and
Holmes were both present they con-
ferred frequently qji the estimates.
Miss Thompfon says that the sta-
tistician always wrote, in the reports
the figures giving percentages, and
she declared another handwriting ap-
peared on some of her tables, but she
would not say positively that it was
Mc. Holmes'.
'Frank L. Aitwell. a loan agent, was
introduced to assist in showing that
up so 1904 Holmes had been a money
borrower and that in loos he came in-
to possession of a fortune of $75,000.
Mr. Worthingtc/ii opposed the in-
troduction of this testimony on the
ground that it was not pertinent in
view of the fact that there was no
charge of defickncy or defalcation
against the defendant.
The court, however, admitted the
iestirnony on the ground that the
fact, if shown, would indicate speculz
at ion in cotton.
The female detective is apt to won-
der if her disguise is on straight.
NEW FORCES IN
AUSTRIAN PARLIAMENT.
Vienna, June 2.—The new Aus-
triant parliament, ttIe lower house
of which was elected for the first
time by universal suffrage, assembl-
ed for its initial session today. Ow-
ing to the changed condieion of af-
fairs the denriornient of the session
will be followed with keen interest
not only in Austro-Hungary, but
throughout Europe.
It is predicted that the parliament
win now become a practical work-
ing body. not an obstructive one as
heretofore. In the past it has been
dominated by the Germans, largely
O n radical lines, but the success of
the Socialists at the recent election
has wiped out the radical lines ond
substituted socialism and clericalism
as the lines of rieverage. It is gen-
erally conceded that tne change will
work for the general good.
HAGERMAN SPEAKS
TO COLLEGE MEN.
Crawfordsville, Ind., June 12.—The
students received their diplomas no-
ely at the . graduating exercises at
Colorado College. President W. F.
Slocum presided ever the com-
mencement exercises and the prin-
cipal address was delivered by Her-
bert J. Hagerman. who recently re-
signed as gooernor of Sew Mexico.
COMAIENCEMLNT AT
WABA3H COLLEGE.
Crawfordsville, Ind., June 11.—The
commemoration of the eeventy-fifth
anniversary at Wabash college clos-
ed today with the graduating exer-
cises. The commencement proces-
sion this morning was led by Gen.
Henry B. Carrington, of Boston,
who wee military instructor at the
college thirty years ago. President
Mackintosh delivered his installation
address, which was followed by an
address to the graduates by Dr. Ma
Corton, of Williams college. Harry
J. Milligan. president of the board





Stratford, Co .. June ta.—Many
eminent churchiten gathered here
today and. took: part in a notable
celebration of the two hundredth
anniversary of the founding of Con-
necticut's first Episcopal Church.
Chtist church and parish was found-
ed her early in April, 170e, but the
prayer book was not officially used at
a public service until June 12 fol-
lowing the founding, and it was this
fact which fixed the date of the bi7
ceetennial celebration. Prominent
among those who took part in: the
exercises today were bishop Brews-
ter of Connecticut, Bishop Potter of
'New York, allesidept Hadley of
Vale Uftiveteity and 'Prof: WIllratei
A. Dunning of Columbia Unketsity.
1.- Norfolk. Va., June 12.—An asso-ciation of life savers of the Atlantic
I
and Gulf coasts began a three days'
conykrition in Norfolk today. In
addition to papers and addresses
dealing with subjects of interest to
those engaged in' the service there
will be a number of demonstrations
ante exhibitiones at the life-saving
stations in this vicinty.
Reading Standard
Bicycles and Motor C/clei
FAIRBANKS & MORSE CO's.
Gasoline Engines, Puf.nps, Windmills, etc.
CATALOGUES AND PRICES GIVEN 'UPON REQUEST.
S. E. MITCHELL
OLD PHONE 481-a NEW zo. ' 326-28 S. 3rd St,
AT OREGON AGRI-
CULTURAL COLLEGE.
Corvallis, Ore., June 12.—Sixty-
six students received their diplomas
today at the annual graduating ex-
ercises at, Oregon 'Agricultural Col-
lege. The exercises were -held in
the armory this morning and were
largely' attended. Hon. John M. Are
Gearin of Portland delivered the •PIPe
commencement address.
TAFT SPEAKS TO STUDENTS.
Iowa City, Iowa, June 12.—The
commencement exercises at the
State University of Iowa today were
ma tie notable by the presenae of
Secretary of War Taft, who deliver-
ed the commencement address to
the gradvates. The announcement
that the Secretary of War was to be
the speaker resulted in a large at-
tendance of visitors from 11 over the
state. Following Secretary Taft's
address the students received their




Galesburg, Ill., June 12.—The an-
nual commencement week exercises,
combined with the celebration of the
seventteih anniversary of the insti-
tution, has served to draw scores of
old "grads" and other ,friends of
Knox college from every part of the
country.
The anniversary celebration takes
place this evening and promises to
be a most notable occasion. The
chief feature of the exercises will be
an address by Robert Mather of
Mew York„ a,aImnus of the col-
lege, and now of the Chi-






hundred and fifty graduates receved
their diplomas today. at Perdue Uni-
versity. The address of the day was
delivered by Prof. John M. Conker
of the University of Chicago.
COLLEGE BASEBALL
GAMES TODAif.
Princeton vs. University of Penn-
sylvania At Princeton, N. J.
Han ard University vs. Bowdoin
College at Cambridge, Mass.
Otis ersity of Atabama vs. Am-
herst at Amherst, Mass.
Holy Cross vs. Williams at Wil-
1.ants to w is, Mass.
Carlisle Indians se& Pennsylvania
State College at State College, Pa.
Oleio Wesleyan vs. Ohio Univer-
sity at Delaware, 0.
HARRIMAN IN PHONE DEAL
Said to /ire Guaranteed $5.000.000
For Independent System in Beaten.
Boston, Mass., June 12.—Five mil-
lion dollars has been guararneed by
F.. H. Harriman, so the promoters of
the Metropolitan Home Telephone
company. of this city, say, to insure
an independent telephone system in
Boston. This is the first time that
Mr. Harriman has been mentioqed in
effairs of the coftipany, whose back-
ing has been sotnewhat of a mystery.
In a few weeks,- it is probable, the
new company will decide upon ,its
system and the work of instanireg an
exchange of about imoo subscribers
I will be begun. It is anticipated thata bitter fight will be made ttpon ap-plication for permits.
'MRS. BIRDSONG
TO GET PARDON.
NOT DAY IN CELL.
Mississippi Governor SareeHe Will
Free Slayer of Doctor.
Jackson. Miss., June' Ia•--Mlra
t
Angie Birdsong, the slayer of Doc-
tor Thomas Butler, friend of her
childhood ante former family physi-
cian, will never don prison garb, de-




prepared to make any size of
you want
BUILDING BLOCKS
Of all sizes and shapes. Our blocks
are the most perfect building ma-
terial on the market.
OUR PIPES
ARE THE BEST
They improve every year they are
left in the ground.
327 Farley Place.
itentiary sentence has . been affirmed
by the supreme court.
Within live minutes after the sen-
tence of the lower court was affirmed /
in the higher tribunal, Governor
Vardaman granted a respite to Mrs.
Birdsong that ,will keep her from
the penitentiary until a petition for
pardon can be prepared and be pre-
sented. The chief executive will
then gra& a full and unconditional
pardon to the woman who invoked
the "unwritten law" in her own be-
half.
Pardon Without Formality of In-
quiry.
Governor Vardaman states posi-
tively that he will grant the pardon
without, even the formality of ex-
amining thc supreme court record,
or reading the evidence on which
Mrs. Birdsong was convicted. Hi
believes that Aistice should be tem-
pered with mercy, and, irrespective
of whether or not Mks. Birdsong was
justifiable in killing Doctor Butler,
that she should not be compelled to
serve a five-year term in prison, and
he intends to spare her the huntilia:




Philadelphia, June ma.—Two men
are reported dead and a dozen injur-
ed as a result of the falling of an ele-
vator ‘Tuesday afternoon in the Le-
high Coal sc Navigation Co.'s large
coal yard at Port Richmond, in the




Politicians in Oklahoma Learn Tricks
Early in the Game.
Oklahoma City, Okla.. June ta—C.
N. Haskell Tuesday claimed to have
been nominated for governor of the
new state of Oklahoma at Saturday's
Democratic primaries by a majority
of 13,000. while Lee Cruce's man-
agers said it would require the official
count to determine the winner. Both
eidee charge fraud It is generally be-.
hewed that when all thecountiee have
reported it will be found that Haskell
has won by a safe margin.
To Union Men.
Central Labor body and all affil-
iated union.; are requested to attend
the service this evening for men only
at the Fifth andt Jackson street tent.
R. M. MOISF.LY, President
One week of living can teach a mail







25 cents Per Jar
J. D. BACON
Pharmacist














Because it irons smothly, not
rough.
Second.
The button holes, or stud
holes match.
Third.
Negligee shirts with buttons
are ironed perfectly and with-
out injury.
Fourth.
It irons either stiff or pleated
bosoms like new, and the
"hump" so often leen is Visa-
ing.
No other like it in West Ken-
tucky. Satisfy yourself by




T. LOUIS & TENNESSEE
RIVER PACKET 00.
The cheapest and best excur-
sion out of Paducah.
$8.00
for the round trip to Tennessee
River and return.
It is a trip of pleasure, comfort
and rest; good service, good table,
good rooms, etc. Boat leaves each
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. tn.
for other information apply to
JAMES HAGER, Supt.
FRANK L. BROWN, Agt.
EXCURSION RATES
ON THE RIVER.
ROUND TP 13 TO
Evansville and Return
centinuous Passage. $4.00; Unlimited
Ticket, $3.00, Meals and Berth
Inclueed.
Round Trip to Cairo,
, rty of five or over, $1,, each, with-
out meals; $2.00 with meals.
Good music on all the boats. For
further particulars see
S. A. FOWLER, G. P. A., or
GIVEN FOWLER, City Pus-




Residence, 296; Office, 355.
s 





Practice in all the courts of the
State. Both phones 31.
Rooms I, 2, 3 and 4, Register Build-
ing, 523 1-2 Broadway.
E. H. PURYEAR,
Attorney-at-Law.
Rooms 5 and 6, Register Bldg.
523 I-2 Broadway, New Phone 490'
Old Phone 1437 R.
specialties: Abstracting of Ti-
tles, Insurance, Corporation










OFFICES: Benton, Ky. rear Bank
?if Marshall County; Pes'acah, Ky.,
ere Fraternity Building.
New Phone ire Old Phone 4543
THE TALE OF A TALE
EY EDITH IL WILLETTIL
It started on the small sofa in the
alcove beside the reading lamp, and
there were only two people in the
room. One of them stood on the hearth
rug, with his back to the fire, lookina
down on the other as she sat, finger-
ing the M& on her lap.
"Why do you want to read it?" she
&eked.
"Because you wrote it," he answered,
with great
Ste frowned. "Yen ought Ile se7,4
It's because my other stories have been
so successful, and I get such aloe puffi
in the papers!"
"Those reasons may suffice for the
rest of the world, but they don't for
me!"
Two hours later he stood in his own
front hall, turning his pockets inside
out by the light of the midnight ail,
then he searched the front steps and
examined the pavements outside and
finally patrolled a cartel' street to a
mutate house till a certain small hour
of the moraing, when he returned to
kis abode utteeing unholy words.
"What are yrs looking neer she dm
mended ea entering the drawiag,reose
She nazi Iterwing.
"Mating." he answered, tieing boo-
1111, team ea evident laspectileu of the
caript lila face was pale, and Ms
atiorlkias eye reamed uneasily aver Me
tuneltere.
ttt you might have droaped
assaea
.t
difiW ebb suggested, eausmile.
"Oh, nil!" be responded dieffaiser.
"MU, what es you tank d isr
Ye intuited.
"Ilk!" he said with a start. "that
Mary of yours? It was great—mar
absorbing! I assure you it kept me
awake =tit lbw o'clock this morn-
ing!"
"And yet it is comparatively short.
You must read very slowly! Do tell
ale what you like best about it."
"On, well," he floundered; "I liked
it all imasenesiy, but what appealed to
S.empeolsity was Usat—ee—ecene
where the heroine—es—gets the best
of it."
He felt that he was doing well, but
at this point she brought him back to
earth.
"Do yoU think," she asked him. earn.
nest and wide-eyed, "that Gregory
might Us have done it?"
"Who?" be asked, staggered for a
leoment "What?" And then reoollece.
lag hiniseLf—"Yea." This stoutly. "I
think Gregory was perfectly Untitled;
I don't WI how, under the circum-
stances, De could have done otherwise.
I am emits certain that in his plass I
should have done jteit the same thing."
"Whet thing" she asked, as she
poked the the with her back turned.
Then, as he did not answer immediate.
hy, she said gently: "I don't think
you quite understand what wens I re- I
/erred to. but I'll show you is • mo.
meant If you'll just hand me the MIL"
ES.?" he queried, blankly. I
"The MS." she repeated dots,.
talnodly..
Xs took two tarns up and dame
loom, than faced her, (whams NMI
efts tbilen.
"I'm selsomely sorry to tall pot!!
he said hoarsely, "that your MB. he-1
Nu arctic blue of her eyes frame Ma
death u.pon his lips)—Is left beh1all."1
is Island. "I hope you don't used
ihtatedtatelyr
"b1—no," she admitted; "sot to-day,
dot I really must dispatch It to the
pablishers to-morrow."
"All right," he said. "I'll call in Ibl
ebonite.' I"
With the M8.?" she asked him.
smillegly-
"With the Mil" he echoed, despair-
tngly.
And as be went out of the house he
Said a brief ineffeetuai asavereation
with Ms butler, punctuated with a dye-
dollar bill, and then paced the street
for many hours—s prey to thoughth of
forgery and flight
It was the next morning and he had
been talking volubly and long on dif-
ferent subjects when she at length
szanaged to get in a word.
"Well," she asked, "have yew got
It?"
"What?" he answered Quickly. The
measles? No! Although you seemed
So think so, judging frees the way in
which you avoided me at the reception
last night, and again at the opera sf '
erward. You wouldn't give me SS
much as a bow."
"I didn't see you," she told him.
"Where—where was rr• he its.
rupted to explain. -Is the dress cir-
cle, on the opposite side, with lel
glasses leveled on your box."
"That was a waste of time," she said
Impatiently, "and No is this. What is
the use hiding the truth any longer?
Why will you not acknowledge that
you've lost my MS.?"
"Because I haven't!" he answered
doggedly. "No!'' (As she stared at
him In amazement.) "If that MS. has
disappeared, vanished irreparably, you
are responsible, and you alone!"
He strode to the door, then wheeling
round, faced her.
"If I forgot your story," he said
harshly, "It was because I was think-
ing only of you. If I was absent-seind-
ed, It was because you were present.
If I--er—lost that US., it was because,
well! I suppose you knowPIt—I had
already lost my heart. That's all,
Good-by!"
And he turned to gei: But she was
already at his elbow, and there was
,somctbing in her hand—a typewritten
pareel—a US.
"It has been a pretty bad quarter of
an hour, hasn't it?" she asked him, and
her eyes were twinkling—"thaske to
your stories and mine. Bat you're net
going yet?" (For he was turning to
the door knob.) "It isn't late, and be.
sides—"
Hero be looked up at him, and--ah,
we'll—The clock ticked loudly and the
Art ErFIL*4 the Xts114
A GHETTO Miff.
EY MARY RIENEESTOOE.
We trudged our way through the
narrow Ghetto streets on the afternoon
of a sultry day until we reached our Clue
der, which was a dingy apartment is
a tenement house. We were very rest-
less and boisterous. but our Rabbi Jo-
seph did not check our noise as he gen-
erally did. His thoughts seemed too far
away. I looked at him closely, for his
preoccupied air always made me won.
der what his past life had been.
.He was about 60 years of age. Pov-
erty must have been his constant com.
panion, because furrows of care were
on his broad wrinkled forehead. His
eyes peered out of their sockets as If
they implored pity, and were now and
then raised in pryer to the Heavenly
Father. On the side of his ears hung
two earlocks, according to oriental
fashion. His beard was long and
hoary. Ills shoulders were so bent and
:urved the he seemed to have borne the
yoke and persecution of his race for cea-
turies. A large Frebrew book lay open
before him, as if the very leaves spoke
to him and revealed the powers and
splendors of the Almighty. Although he
was poor, we boys always revered him
for his age and ancient learning.
Then we seated ourbelves upon a large
wooden bench, which creaked under us
Moses, who sat next to me, pricked my
feet with a pin tinder the table. This
made me howl, and I vowed that when
we were dismissed I would repay him
with interest.
"Sha!" said rabbi, In his deep, govern.
lug voice, "I/ you promise to be good
will tell you a story afterward."
This made us quietaloon enough., fee
we always delighted in the stories of
cur past, glories. Yet I miff say that
perhaps we thought more of the com
ing story than of our prayer. Then, in
the Hebrew sing-song, we began to r*
cite a psalm with real vigor. Our heads
shook, our feet swung, and, to complete
the noise, the bench creaked terribly
When we had finished Rabbi Joseph
began as follows:
"You know it is sometimes a relied
to tell all that lies upon one's heart."
He cleared his voice and gathered
courage.
"I had wealthy meats and received
a flood educatkru. My youth passed
away hay, fas I hum as earls.
When I was RI Mrs old I Iserried
nether, a moll emit hmenteari maiden.
She Was the dare:bier of Rehtd Bea
Ewe. Am pure se a lily was her 'out
Oh, Father, keep it within thy care!"
Here he lifted up his tuuids and his
voice was till of passion, while two
tears ran down his cheek, and hal
themselves within the riegioht of hie
heard.
We boys pet our airs wan one Mr-
ether's shoulders and easIlled to awes
closer to the speaker.
"Not long," he concluded, "was ney
borne to be the source of comfort for
the poor and homeless, for the czar is-
sued an edict expelling the Hebrews of
the villages. hail to go where all my
brethren went, into the gloomy ghettos
of a few large, overcroeded cities. At
Vilna I suffered the woes of my people.
I gave 'myself up to teaching by day
end I studied by night.
"One evening when I was at my
studies in my humble dwelling I felt
comforted that the Russians could not,
it least, take my Esther from me
Then, with a tremendous crash, the
doors were suddenly thrown open, an
two ()written officers entered. They
thrust my wife away, and, seizing me
by the collar, they dragged me into the
cold, snowy streets. I heard the
screams and shrieks of Esther. Oh!
I can hear them yet They echo dry
and hollow within my heart'
"I was placed upon a wagon, cc
which I found many of my miserable
brethren. We afterward found out that
the army wanted soldiers, and this is
bow it got them. After a tow days'
journey we arrived at a village Inhab-
ited by peasants. Each man was given
to a peasant who did with him as he
liked.
"I had to work from daybreak until
night, and my food was coarse brown
bread. I slept In the stable among the
foul straw in the winter, and in the at-
tic in the summer. If I did not please
my master I could be flogged to death.
Who cared? My place would soon be
tilled. Thus I passed some time, for
this was a sort of preparation to enter
the army.
"At tart I succeeded in escaping, and
I fled to this free country. Oh, you
who are yet young, take pride in this
land of freedom. If she does not re-
quire you to die for her, then live for
her and make her glorious!"
The sun was already declining and
silence reigned in the room.
"And your wife, your wife!" we re-
minded him. For answer he handed ue
a newspaper. This is what we read:
"Bather, the daughter of Rabbi Ben
Era, died at Viten. All feel her loss,
for she was like a grandmother to the
whale community. She had lived a life
of unselilshinees and self-sacrifice. She
was an angel of the sick and the poor,
Stay her soul rest in peace."
"And there remains one thing for ma
now," said Rabbi Joseph. "I too, want
to rest in peace. If I could but tread
upon the land of my forefathers I
should be satisfied. Judah, oh, Judah!
bow long are thou to roam?"
Then his head Rank lower and Iswer,
as if bowed down by grief and suffer
Ing. The shadows of darkness crept
Into the room and our rabbi seemed
enconselous of us. We quietly arose
and walked out of the dark room. leav-
ing our rabbi with head still bent.
I forgave Moses his pranks, and as
we walked along we sang the "Hattie
vah." When we reached our homes
the street tamps wipe already kindled
and a rale' er,hs; blowlpg -.N. Y
altti2±.
"WN-11g7,r wiEW KENTUCKY-TENNESSEE COAL
DEALERS' CONVENTIONWilliam 0. Watson. a well-knowslawyer, of Oklahoma City, gives the ap-
pended illustration of one of the meth.
oda adopted to boom a town into exist.
ence:
"It is nearly ten years." he says, "sines
the country hereabouts bas been, what
you might call, 'on the boom,' but it has
been ten years since the profeasional
town boomers quit us. The last irunairee
of 'overnight booming,' I remember wall
the town of Lanowack. If you will go
shout six miles float of Oklahoma City,
you will see a mail crane hanging be-
side the track, while, stretching en every
side as far as you can see, just plain prai-
rie, with hardly a house in sight, This
Is Lanowack. The promoter, who had
been hanging around for some Urns, sud-
denly purchased a quarter section of
land and tacked the name on it. He
was a boomer. on. of the real sort who
mould sell eaything they got their
elands on.
"A blind man could see that there
was he town there, and nothing is
make a town, but it was the presages
business to sell juat such imposelhEl.
ties, and the way he did it proved him
• master of his art The Mr. Gel.
Sellers who was doing the Dumdums
there decided that a aortal& German
settlement in northwest Eaves was
looking for Just such • city sa be bad
to offer, and he went up to visit them.
He tarried a week. talked Lansesek
and painted rainbows for the moneyed
farmers who used to 'Hook der Mimi'
Best country la the world and lobe
of It he told them; soli peculiarly
led for raising cotton, tore, Wheal,
oats, rye, hay, turnips, radirhes, parer
nips, children, Indians, and, in feet
anything that a Christian nestles,*
hes a right to ask for on ads lowly
tobtstoot Yee. and Might in the
ecnnitsele was Lenowack—high, dry
and healthful. the Areaala of the west.
i an promoter knew his men sad
his business. After be had alums est
Use beautiful red paint, be backed ee
kis special train to the station. Ts•
Germans filled their peekets with the
Le seeds and tumbled in. Theyrtil set going down as 'Wier% hut
merely as investors, who would nap
the harvest as soon as Ss mob
rushed is frees the eseit and befit up
the lama es they were awe to as.
Tim wove getting In en tie bevel
Goer. worse they no •=tbd.
Sat S. pnesciter was is the
rat pnesed arena lesesesel
Is Os end the ithvesesse logralied
egg al Illitakoses CIty. At headit el
dor Ills lasuter had his bran lama wit
Oa street. sad every eases In teens
wee 1111,1111111 open to the prospective
sweats of Leneweek. the eessiug taw
tropes if the southwest The The.
tors wield be marched into sae se.
lee* while the band outside played
'Die Week am Rhein,' and then they
would move on to another.
"Ey the time they were halfway
through the rounds, It was decided
teat Lanowack was the beet proposition
before the American people, and the
promoter was voted the savior of the
German citizen. He stood .. well and
Immediately got the crowd on board
the train, and they vist:ed Lanowack.
'The engineer stopped at the mail
crane that was all of Lsnoweek that
existed at that time, as toahry. But
the crowzi was delightful. Taere was
the ground, just as the boomer had
said; there was the country stretching
round about. The air was light and
healthful, and the map which the pro-
meter spread out before them showed
the location ef the port office the
courthouse and federal building. B
sides, there was the brass hand and
the re.lroad, and the kegs in the bag
gage car, which had been brought
along, se Lanowack lacked a well al
the time and the water works had nza
yet been installed.
"Tao lots were put up at auction
sad went libe hot cakes, at price!
ranging from $26 to $100. according le
Use's- proximity to the 'courthouse' or
`federal building,' or some other im
portent municipal edifice calculated la
attract traffic. Business was good
The promoter was sorry be had no:
bought two quarter sections, as thet.
Lanowack would have been twine ar
large--on the map. After everyttrina
had bees sold, the train pulled back
Into Oklahoma City, where -sere were
more drinks, and everybody went to
bed richer by far than when he first
arrived in town.
be promoter cleaned up some
thing like $5,000 out of the deal: efts,
paying tar his train, band, beer an:.
other expenses. About a year after
ward I met one of the Germans, aria
rather sympathized with him for tie
way he had been taken In, but it wa.
pity wasted.
" Ny," he said, 'vs gear ter see dei
montry, me nes pig railroad rite. Ws
der peer ye vanes, der fine moosick an°
der leetle vecation, out id only gest
huntret dolls. Id vas vert id.' "—N. I
Weekly.
Poor Speaker.
H. L. Dawes, the distinguished Mao
sachusetts lawyer, in his young Wan
hood was an indifferent speaker. l'ar
ticipating in a law case soon after his
admIanion to the bar, before a North Ad-
ams justice of the peace, Dawes war op-
posed by an older attorney, whose el*
thane. attracted • large crowd that
pecked the courtroom. The jusUee was
freely perspiring and, drawing oil his
teat In the midst if the lawyer's el*
quint address, he maid: "Ms. Attorney,
supposing you sit down and le . Dawes be
gin to speak. I wt to thin out this
crowd."
Custom General.
The custom of giving Christmas gut.
de Christmas ene It general arr. net at,
1Christian
ORGANIZATION OPENS TWO DAYS' SESSION THIS MORNING
AT THE EAGLES' HOME ON SIXTH AND BROADWAY,
MAYOR D. A. YEISER DELIVERING THE ADDRESS OF
WELCOME—ABOUT zoo REPRESENTATIVES WILL BE
HERE FROM DIFFERENT PARTS OF THE TWO STATES.
President W. C. Williams, Secre-
tary George Cary Tabb, of the Ken-
tucky-Tennessee Retail Coal Her-
Merchants' association, and others,
arrived here last evening to attend
the annual convention to be held by
that organization today and tomor-
row at the Eagles' Home on Sixth
and Broadway. The president and
secretary came from Louisville,
while other members arrived from
„difilleren1 parts of the' two if ates,
about too representat'ves altogether
being expected to atten4.
The organization consists of deal-
ers handling coal on the retail plan
in this state and /Tennessee, the ob-
ject o fthe association being for the
betterment of conditions favorable
to the dealers of this commodity.
The membership roll shows several
hundred names of the leading coal
merchants in the two states and this
session promises to be one of the
largest attended and most profitable
of those conducted for many sea-
sOns.
Messrs. Henry Bradley, William
Y. Noble, F. S. Johnston and Wil-
liam Farley comprise the commit-
tee of Paducahans who have made
arrangements for the convention,
the program being:
Thursday, June 13.
9 a. m.—Registration of members
and visitors.
Distratution of badges.
to:oo a. m.—Address of welcome,
p. A. Yeiser, mayor of Paducah.
Response, W. T. Murphy, Martin,
Tenn. _
President's annual report, W. C.
Williams, bpuisville, Ky.
to:es a. m.—"A Local Association
to the State Association," Will H.
Farley, "Paducah, Ky.
it:oo a. m.—Secretary's annual re-
port, George Cary Tabb, Louisville,
Ky.
i :Is a. m.—"How I Found the
Retail Coal Business in Knoxville,"
Ralph Rogers, Knoxville, Tenn.
race a m.—"A Word From West-
ern Kentucky Operators," C. M.




t to a:io p. m.—Dinner hour.
4:30 p. m.—Treasurer's annual re-
port, W. T., Atkinson. Clarksvilke.
Tenn.
Election of officers.
3'30 p. m.—"Order of Kokoal.-
Arthur M. Hull, Chicago, Ill.
thoo p. m.—Korn,tication by Order
of Kokrial.
Friday. June la.
to.00 a. m.—"Our Members in the
Bluegrass," gee°. S. Chowniug. Shit-
byville, Ky. '
"A Word From the Operators of
Eastern Kentucky and Tennessee."
Kenneth Meguire. Snead and Me-
guire, Louisville, Ky.
A word from Memphis, Charles
Eberhart, Memphis, Tenn-.
woo a. m.—"What Your Organi-
zation Means to You—Increased
Membership." Delos Hull. Chicago.
Questions for the convention:
"Shall We Join the National Freight
Association?" "What Shall We Do
About Short Weights?"
Our Card Index Explained.
Shall we increase duet?
too p. m.—Adjournment for din-
ner.
2:303 p. m.—Boat excursion.
8:00 p. m.—Banquet or smoker.
After Herd Coal Roads.
Washington. June ta.—The follow-
ing statement was made public by
the department of justice today:
A petition was filed today by the
government in the United estates
circuit court at Philadelpfiia is
aimed at the anthrac'te coal mo-
nopoly. The Reading company, a
holding coriporatIon, 'Philadelphia
and 'Reading railway company (and
the Lehigh Valley Railroad corn-
pony, Delaware, Lackawana - nd4r
Western Railroad company. Cen al
raifroad of New Jersey, Erie rail-
road company and the New York.
Susquehanna and Western railroad,
comprising all thet roads that tap
the anthracite regions, save the.
Pennsylvania! the New York, On-
tario and Western, and the Dela-
ware and Hudson, which last one
does not extend to tidewater, are.
made defendants, together with their
subsidiary coal mining companies.
As yet there is no evidence of suf-
ficient probative force to connect the
three last named railroads with the
alleged unlawful combinatiun ,W
monopoly fraud. Should such evi-
dence be forthcoming in th s prog-
ress of the trial, they will be joined
with the other defendant's'. $
The petition charges that the de-
fendants cronsisired to sIence compe-
tition among tbemselves in the
transportation and sale of coal, and
to preterit the sale of the independ-
ent output In competition with their




Washiforton, D. C., June
There were many cellers ) at t he
White House today to Say goodbye
to the president, who will leave to-
morrow for his summer home at
Oyster Bay. According to present
plans the president will not return
to Washingtoh until September,
making it the locgest vacation at
Oyster Bay he ever had there. It is
his hope and desire, as expressed to
some of his intimate friends who
called today,- to have a quiet sum-
mer, and do only the work neces-
sary to keep the wheels of the gov-
ernment going smoothly. He will
stay out-doors as much as he cart,
with the object of recuperating from
the hard winter he has had. There
will he some political conferences
during the summer, but the Presi-
dent's plans now are to let politics
atone. The president will be accom-
panied to Oyster Bay by Secretary
Loeb and a clerical force the same
as last summer.
Some of these days our people will
wake up to the fact there is, has
been and ever will be irrepressible
conflict between the white race and
th eblack, yellow, red and brown
races of th eworld. The white must
rule th eworld or perish. Equality
between races is an absolute impos-
sibility regardless of the dreams of
a few white philanthropists and am-
bitious representatives of the color-
ed races.
Hand beat carpets are not clean,
We have a machine. Phone rat.
blear W. Whittemore
Real tstate Agency
Paducah Real Hatats. Western Ken-
tucky Farms. Easy Monthly Pay-
ment Lots for Investment. Western
Kentucky Real Estate Journal and
Price List Free to Everybody. Send
for it. Office Fraternity Building.




HOUSE FAINTING, SIGN WRIT-
ING.
PAPER HANGING .AND DECO-
RATING.






Good cigars are not all im-
ported.
Imported cigars are not e!!
good.
However, every cigar we
'keep—whether imported or do-















, THE FOIrLOWING RE-
MIXED tkiTES ARE
ANNOUNCED
SARATOGA SPRINGS N. Y.
Kstiglits Templars — $26.2o —
July and to 7th inclusive, good
returning until July V5th with
privilege of extension until July
s4th, upon payment of di.00 ra-
t tra. Through sleeper from Pa-
ducah to Buffalo on train 104,
1:33 a. m., Saturday, July 6th.
PHILADELPHIA B. P. 0. E.
$s4.00—July nth to t4th in-
clusive, good returning until July
s3rd with privilege of extension
until July gist. Through , deeper
from Paducah. Leaves on train
104. July 14th, 1:33 a: in:
LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY.
Aocount Spring meeting Jockey
Club, $6.9S roundtrip, May 6th,
nturnind May 7till 345 round
trip May 4th. good returning
June gth: May 5-11-131-23-25 and
se, June 1-5 and 8th, limit two
days.
JAMESTOWN, VIRGINIA.
April 19th to November 3oth---15
days-423.75. Coach excursions
on special dates---$:8.00 every
Tuesday, limit to days.
••••
REMEDY FOR APPENDICITIS.
Extraordinarily Good Results Said
to Rave Been Obtained from
Collangol.
Consul Cdneral Guenther, of Frank-
fort, Germany, reports to the depart-
ment of commerce and labor dm suo-
cessful treatment of appendicitis by
means of "collungol." a silver solution.
Lie writes:
"Much has been written on the treat-
ment of appendicitis, principally with
reference to the question whether, in a
given case, an operation must be per-
formed to save the life of the patient.
It would doubtless be a great boon it a
remedy could be found to make an op-
eration unnecessary. Such a remedy, it
is alleged, has been found under the
carne of •eoliangol. Coilangol is a form
J1 pure sliver soluble in water. Chem-
1(.10 manipulations for rendering sliver,
Quick silver and some other metals sol-
uble in water were dibcovered within
the last few years. The antiseptic prop
erty of silver has long been knawn, as,
for instance, in the form of lunar caus-
tic, which has also been administered
internally. It's use, however, has been
very limited. 'Based upon this knowl-
edeg successful experiments have been
made by some noted physicians through
the use of the so:uble. son-irritating
and non-poisonous silver in suppurative
diseases, as, for instance, la the dreaded
puerperal fever and other suppurative
fevers.
"Dr. hloosbrugger, of Leutkirch, has
, now used ooliangol in appendicitis. as
t-, well internally and externally. Tiny
. "treatment, -according to his statemen,
i
in the last number Of the Munich Mod-
teal Weakly Review, has yielded ex-
traordinarily good results. Within two
or three days after treatment a decided
improvement was naticeable in incipi-
ent cases. la cases where an inflamma-
tion of the perttoneum had already ,
taken place. a •cipv) was, however, very
slow—often only after weeks of treat-
ment both internally and externally.axampting teed with very severe cases
out at the 72 which came under his ob-
servatioe and treaiment all were cured
without any surgical operation. He
claims thit this treatment Is very mucb
superior to any other, and that he is
justified in stating that every case of
appendicitis, If early diagnosed, be it
ever se Acute and malignant, can be
cured with collangol without resorting
So the knife.
"In view of the otherwise favorable
experiences with this remedy it is very
probate that his npinien will prove coin
rect. But O'Usr all it will require a great
deal of veky critical observation before
It will be safe to dispense with • timely
l opeeation, which is capable of Baring
'many lives. The published statements
of Dr. idoosbrugger are not explicit
enough as to the history of the cases to
make a real criticism possible. At all
events, his statements deserve careful
attention. On the other hand, it cannot
pet be stated how long the curs will last.
Light awes of appendicitis can be
healed for a time, as is well known; the
question, however, is for how long
Norther experiments will be awaited
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Office, 112 1-2 South Fifth.
Old Phone, Office, 175.
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
DR. W. O. EUBANKS,
(Homeopath ist. )
Office 306 Broadway, Phone 12o.
Residence, dio Broadway, Phone 149
C. MANNING SEARS, M. D.
Office 1707 Meyers Street
Telephone 877.
Paducah, : : Kentucky.
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, VERNON BLYTHE, M. D.,
Office 525 1-2 Broadway.




WIN practice in all courts of
Kentuoiry.
&I P. Farley, M. D. C.
R. P. Asher, M. D. C.
PARLEY & FISHER.
Vdortnatv Surgeons and Dentists.
OfSce arid Hospital, 429 South Third
St., Paducah, Ky.
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WHAT LEGAL TERMS MEAN.
Edits of the Time When Legal Terms
Sad a Sigailcanc• Not
Xaown Now.
Ti most persons the phrase "This In
denture witnesseth" is as much Clrec.
as the common phrase "Witness my
hand and seal." Yet Lath are relics of
the time when these legal forms car-
ried with them a significance not ob-
talaing at present.
Legal documents were once en.
grossed upon parchment because paper
oast so much more than dressed skin.
The parchment was scIdom trimmed
exactly and the top was scalloped with
the knife, hence the term "this indent.
ure." Even where the lawyere have
deparied from the custom, still obtain-
ing in England, of using parchment for
their legal forms the phrase has been
retained.
In the same way the signature of
"hand and seal" L a relic of those cab ,
en times when only clerks and the
Elergy could wield the pen. It was the
Eustom for the contracting parties to.
lay their hands upon the document in
token of Weir good faith and there re-
mained a smudge. As these original
thumb marks were not easily Multi
fled, the gentry added their seals for
the purpose of further establishing the
validity of the document. It may not
be generaMy known that a seal is still
required in law, though the need for
It passed with the spread of education,
and the bit of red Paper affixed by the
lawyer is as nedesearY as the either
ture to certain documents.
• court of Law is a reminiscence of
the Urns when Justice sat in the open
court yard, and the "dock" is from a
German Word meaning a receptacle,
while, while the "bar" as Welah word
meaning a 6ranch of a tree used to
separate the lords of jusLee from their
vassals.
The entire phraseology el the bench
I. retail:deceit of the earlier days, but,
having been proven proper. has been
retained.
His Profession.
.11That do you do for a llyttag? What
Is your trade or profeesion?" asked the
judge of the prisoner.
"I am, your honor, a pharnsadeoca-
tagraphologist." HI honor threat-
ened to fine him for contempt of court,
but he proved that the word was els
right meaning a writer of presorip-
tions.—Philadelphia Press.
Not.. liquare.
'Wow do we lmow the world is
roundr asklid the asked teatime,
ilesause ere kanaw it Isn't square.*







$85o Monroe street 5oxi65 foot lot,
r,oetis side between Sixteenth street
PDS 11411mtain avenue; shade tree';
fine lot for home building. Half cash.
$1200, four acres, Mechanicyburg
between Sears' store and Yeiser ave-
nue. Would make fine truck, dairy
or pou'try farm. Would* make 25
lots.
Sloe, and upward. to per cent net
land lien notes;' absolutely safe; no
better investment.
$155o No. 1126 Trimble 'street four-
room house, 40 foot lot; good neigh-
bors. Half cash.
$250 new home, 40 foot lot,
Vaughan's merchandising. Addition
rents for $6o per year or 20 per cent.
If you have $250 this is a good place
to put it.
$150o two-story 40 foot lots, north-
east corner Nineteenth street and
Goebel avenue and Tennessee street,
end of Nineteenth street, car line,
fine location for wagon yard, store
or other business. One-third cash.
Moe, twenty west end lots South of
Norton street and between 26th and
29th streets, some lots irregular shape
and some low, brook runs through
corner about four acres, all for $6,20,
Om cash balance t and 2 years, make
some one a good home place with
garden.
$2,000, two story, 6-room house on
the easy monthly payment plan, $160
cash balance $15 per month, 6 per cent
interest, west end 28th street, between
Jackson street and Watt's Boulevard
wes side of 28th street, 60 ft. lot.
Faces Hughes Park. Good home buy-
ing opportunity for some one wanting
good home on easy payments just out
side the city
Soo new Mechanicsburg two-room
house near Yeiser avenue and Mill
street 40 ft. lot, well, $50 cash balance
Silo° per month 6 per cent interest.
House rents for Woo per month Buy
it and tenant will nearly pay for it
for you.
$600 Seven hfechanicsburg 40 ft_
lots, $5o cash and $to per month buys
all of them. You can by accepting
this proposition be buying seven lots
for only $to per month. No trouble
to lave up Sus per month and own
these lots.
$2o0 Acre of ground between,
Hinkleville road and Jefferson street.
Half cash.
$9oo Five acres level land covered
with trees on Hinkleville road just
East of C. C. Lee's country home.
One-third cash. In three years a lot
out of this land will be worth as much
as an acre now.
$1,350 do acres, house, land, nearly
all cleared. Olivet church road, five
miles from Paducah. Cheap at the
price. All cash. No discount.
Viso Jefferson street lot. North side
between 13th and 14th streets. 40 ft.
Only lot at the price on Jefferson
street, east of Fountain avenue.
$350 Mayfield road, 40 ft. lots,
just west of Metzer addition. Five
lots , To minutes from I. C. shops
and new car line, $25 cash. balance
$to per month, Lots hi same ackPtion,
a little off the Mayfield road, 'from
$150 to $250 each.
Una Harrison street, vet& ft.
lots, North side, between 13th and
14th. . $5o cash, balance $5 per
month. Good "Colored settlement or
place for rentinf houses."
$15o Rowlandtown, 50 ft. lots, $to
cash, balance $5 per month, some at
$200.
$4,500 Jefferson street, south-
east corner of 15th street. Lot 60x173
Most desirable place to build double
or apartment house. Fine 4 room
modern house built in the rear of the
lot. House, storm shutered. Floor
in atic. Instantaneous heater in
bath. Half cash buys this place.
$1,7eso litrahap boulevard, eo ft.
Northwest corner of Monroe. Fine
lot on which to build desirable home.
Sewer, sidewalks, concrete street.
Ralf ca.
$500 Broadway, 50 ft. lot, North side
between 25th and 26 th streets. One-
fourth cash,
t leo Foltain avenue lot, North-
west corner of Lang Park. Is a most
desirable lot on which to build home.




eight' passengere, including twelve
women and children, were drowned
by the sinking of the French schoon-
er La Jalouse, from Cayenne for S.
Lucia. The schooner sank at Bar-
hadoes last Friday night. Her cap-
tain and, twenty-one men reached
Berbadoes yesterday.
THE WOODEN WOMAN.
HOW SOME PEOPLE LEARNED
HER THOUGHTS.
L rEuzDziLtar
The occupants of the other apart.
metals in the tenement called her "the
Wooden woman." The expression on
,,her face„ which *ever changed, was
woodeny, and even when she moved
about she seemed to be carved out d
wood.
In the summer when the weathet
was pleasant she sat outside on the
steps, her hands folded in her lap, as 11
she saw nothing of the life that was 804
lug on around her, as if she were cow.
pletely absorbed by something that
was going on in her mind—her mind ths.1"
everybody thought was as vacant as the
titre in her eyes.
Whenever the weather was unpleasan
er cold she sat in tier kitchen with her
hands folded in jar lap, the same vacant
sterols her big, calm eyes. This kitchen
Itself was a dark, windowless room, cut
off from all light by the surrounding
walls, but she kept it scrupulously clean,
and somehow it wore a cheerful all
even though she was forced to keep the
:amp burning there by day as well as by
night in order to see.
Moreover, this kitchen contained •
hand-made, hand-carved cupboard—
tilled with old china that sparkled like
polished brass—m which she seemed
to take a particular delight, for her re.
cant stare was always turned toward it
as if it were filled with associations of
happier days instead of plates and
saucers. Over the cupboard a clef*
Licked away—ticked away like her own
life, monotonously, without the alight-
est variation, but with a certain ma-
shine-like tranquillity and content
"If the clock and Mrs. Kirkwood were
to change places," said one of her neigh.
hors to another, "I don't think either
would know it."
The wooden woman had lived in the
benement for nearly a year and she was
never known to say more than "good
morning" or "good night" to anybody,
not even to her two roomers, who nevei
attempted to break in on her reserve,
appreciating Atho fact that they ,had e
landlady who neverinterfered with theta
privacy. If people talked to her she
listened with the fixed, vacant expres-
sion of the deaf, as if she hadn't heardt
nodded as if she understood, but gave no
reply.
Once a prying visitor offered to buy
her cupboard—a proposition that actual.
ig shocked the wooden woman into life}
for she changed color, moved her hands
up to her recess if to ward off a blow and
said plaintively: "Sell my cupboard?
How can I? My husband made it!"
"Your husband is a carpenter, thenr
asked the visitor.
"Yes, a carpenter and a sailor."
"Where is he now?"
The wooden woman let the questleda
pass unanswered, her bands folded ie
her lap, her eyes closed as if by speak-
ing she had committed a cardinal sin
and as if she were still appalled by the
sound of her own voice.
One day the owner of the tenement
hired the wooden woman, who was very
poor, to do some eu uteing tor him in
another building that he owned in the
neighborhood. But she had scarcely
started to her task when she was over
come by the fe.ar that her roomers might
return home in the evening before she
did and not And the hall lamp lighted.
So she rushed back to her kitchen and
sat there all day, with her hands folded.,
listening to the tick of the remorseless
tioc
Whenever she left her home, whenever
she stepped outside of the circle that
habit had drawn around her and within
which it. had fixed her, she became as
panic-stricken, as lest as if she had been
removed beyond Me borders of civilize.
Lion and dropped in the heart of an Afri-
can jungle.
When the spring came the tenement
was surprised one day to hear the sound
of a woman's voice talking blithely and
gayly in Mrs. Kirkwood's apartment.
When that same voice burst Into rap-
turous song the tenement was all aStOn•
ishment. But how can one express the
tenement's ama-ement whenit came to
recognize that the voice belonged te
none other than Mrs. Kirkwood herself?
Had she gone crazy?
Mrs. Kirkwood's roomers set the fears
of the tenement at rest; the wooden
WOMall:8 husband had come home unex
pectedly late the r_ight before, and hie
wife was supremely, inexpressibly hap-
py—nothing more.
A thousand questions were asked the
Informant, Had this Kirkwood been in
Alaska? Fled he made his fortune
there? Had he been in India? Wes he
going to remain in America or go beck
with his wife whence be bad come? The
roomer shrugged his shoulders, declar
Ing he knew nothing about the matter.
Mrs. Kirkwood was rarely at home
now. She was trotting about with he:
husband day and night. to the theatere,
to the restaurants, downtown on er
rands, to the Nortt, tide on visits, whers
ever he had a mind to take her, and he
seemed to have a mind to take her every.
where. The wooden woman was al
completely transfOrmed as if 30 years
had been suddenly subtracted from het
age and she bad been restored to het
girlhood.
Then one fine day the tenement
learned from the roomer that the hue
band had gone to parts unknown.
• Gradually Mrs. Kirkwood was changed
back into the wooden woman. Hat
songs ceased; her laughter became
lower and lower, then It died away
sitogetheree spoke less and less
then not t all. She sat in het
clean, windowless kitchen the live,
long day, with bands folded, the old vn
cant stare In her eyes.
The tenement no longer wonderi
about what she is thinking or toward






Pat some aaide for possible sickness or
misfortune. The man or wamn who has
a little money saves is the one wno is
in a position to open the door when op-
portunity knocks. We welcome small
accounts. Start one today.






All of our plumbing con-
tracts are executed by the ow
skilled mechanics, under our personas sup-
ervision, and no detail, no matter h•ev
unimportant it may seem, escapes our
don. We use the famous Thradwe
Porcelain Emended Plumbing Fiegres,
which are the best made. Es/ placii:;
your work with us, you are assured of due
best material and workmanship obtainable.
Let us quote you prices...
E. D. HANNAN Both Phones, No 201.132 South Fourth St.
Mattil, Klinger elb Co.
Undertakers and Embalmers.




OFFICE 306 B'WY PHONE 385
Guy Nance &Son
UNDERTAKER.S and EMBALMER.S
211-213 South Third Street. PADUCAH KY.
GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO.
Capital stock $100,000
Surplus $34,000
Interest paid on time deposits. Prompt attention given
to business intrusted to us.
0. W. ROBERTSON, Prest N. W. VAN CULIN, Cashier.
306 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
Both Phones, No. S.








Steam and Hot Water Heating.
Phoec 133. 2.20 N. Third
32 unnnunnunnun











Lead, S. D., June Ii.—Many visi-
trs ire in the city for -the various
annual meetings of the Masonic bod-
ies of South Dakota. • During the re-
mainder of the week there will be
sessions of all the grand Masonic
.and Templar bodies and of the
grand chapter of the Order of the
Eastern Star.
Foresters at Mt ,teon.
Muskegon, Mich.,
Catholic Order of Fte
igen began its Isamu.
tion here today witl
ance of delegates a,
The business sessio,
day., and will be ir
























Agent for Eastman Kodak* and Huy-
let's Candies.
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WANTED FOR U. S. ARMY-
Able-bodied unmarried men between
ages of 21 and 35, citizzens of United
States, of good character and tem-
perate habits, who can speak, read
and write English. For information
apply to Recruiting Officer, New
Richmond House, Paducah, Ky.
ROOMi--- For rent, 706 Jefferson
street.
FOR RENT-Two rooms over






Mrs. Louis W. Henneberger and
child will return the last 09 this
week from an extended visit to the
former's mother in Mt. Vernon, Ind
Dr. Frank 'Boyd and wife returned
last evening from Atlantic City and
other eastern points.
Miss Ila. Hart, of Nashville, is
visiting Mrs. Gus Tate of the Em-
pire flats.
Dr. J. T. Reddick and wife have
retsrned from attending the Na-
tional Medical society at Atlantic
City, N. J.. from which place they
made a tour of the cut.
Mr. Albert Gilbert of Mobile, Ala.,
arrived last evening to visit relatWes.
Miss Willie Willis of North Sixth
has gone to Carrsville, Ky., to visit
friends.
Misses Martha and Alice Carroll,
of Nashville, and Miss Ruth J-lemen-
way are visiting Miss Kathleen
Whitefleld.
Mrs: A. E. Stein has returned from
visiting in Harrisburg and Eldorado,
Illinois.
Mr Claude Porter went to Camp-
bell, Mo.. yesterday, accompanied by
aliss Ruth Gott, why will visit Mrs.
Porter. .
Conductor V. B. Nelson went to'
Louisville yesterday to visit.
Mr .Henry Moore, of Chicago..has
gone home after visiting relatives
here.
Miss Annie Stripling, of Fort
Worth. Texas, arrived yesterday to
visit Miss- Marjorie Scott.
Miss Eva Weikert has gone, to
Columbus to visit.
Mrs. Walter Cunning-haul, of
North Tvvelfth, has rettirned from
visiting in Chester, Ill. 
Mr. E. J. Heckel, engine foreman
for the I. C. yards here, goes to St.
Louis next week to marry.
Miss Agnes Houseman, of 935
North Tenth. and Mr. Henry }rove-
camp, the insurance. agent, went to
Metropolis yesterday and, were mar-
ried.
Mr. W. R. Duke and wife went to
Louisville yesterday. .
Mrs. Lola Pace has returned front
drieiting her sister, Mrs', Ike Ilaynes,
of Mayfield. •
•Thomas Emmerson and chil-
eirgsr have returned from visiting
Mrs. 3. .J. Cefee. of Mayfield.
Mrs. Belle Linning, of Fulton, and,
Mr. Boyd finning. of Dallas, Tex.,
arrived yesterday to visit: Mrs. B. T.
Dav;s.
Miss Eunice brown. of Madison-
-talk, arrived yesterday to visit Miss
)(Aileen Whitefield.
Mrs. C. J.; .Smith, of Pembroke,
yesterday went AO Brookport asecom-
panic(' by Misses He'en Brewer and
Nettie Pierson.
Misses Ethel Robertson and Jessie
Thurman went to Dawson yesterday
• Messrs. James Utterback, George
C. Wallace andt John S. fileecker
have gone to Louisville.
Misses Mildred Terrell and Anna
Boswell yesterday went to Louis-
ville.
Miss Inez Trent yesterday went
to visit in Louisville.
Miss Mae Davis will return today
from visiting in Memphis.
Mr. James E. Wilhelm, and wife
went to Louisville yesterday.
'The more uncles, aunts, and grand-
parents the are tile trigger the row




MISS JESSIE MAE STEWART







Miss Hallie Moorman and Mr. Wil-
liam Stanfield of Mayfield, Will
Marry-Social News.
Miss Jessie Mae Stewart, of the
:Milburn section of the county, and
Mr. Samuel J. Billington, of this
city, were united in wedlock at 5
o'clock yesterday afternoon at the
residence of the Baptise,. minister,
Rev. T. B. Rouse of the Lone Oak
vicinity. It was a quiet affair wit-
nessed by only a limited number. The
attendants were Mrs. Escah Cunning-
ham, Miss Grace Billiegton. and
Messrs. Edward Stewart and Escah
Cunningham. The wedding was fol-
lowed by a sumptuous feast at the
home of the bride, and today the
couple come to the city to reside at
the groom's home on North Sixth
street.
Both are prominent young people,
the handsome bride being a cultured
and attractive yotgig woman of maay
friends. She is the daughter of Mr.
C. Stewart of the cottry.
Billington is superintendent of
the public s:'iools of the county, and
one of the most progressive and en-
ergetic educators in Kentucky.having
accomplished much ,for the rural
school sincaHs term of office began.
Receive for Visitors.
Mrs. W. G W'hitefield, Miss Bidrya
Woolfolk and Miss Kathleen, of Sev-
enth and Kentucky avenue. received
from 5 until 6 yesterday afternoon
complimentary to Miss Ruth fiemen
way, of she chautauqua corps, and
Misses Alice and Martha Carroll of
Nashville. it was a charming affa'r,
many calling and sharing the home's
hospitality.
Sharp-McGlathery.
Very handsome was the wedding
last evening at the First Methodist
church of Tiumboldt. Tenn., of Miss
Ada Sharp of that city, and Mr. Jos
W. McGlathery of Paducah. One of
the bridesmaids was Miss Mattie Lon
MrGlathery, while one of the grooms
men ‘vii Mr. Edward Scitt of th;.,
city.
Pavilion Dance.
The evening was spent very pleas-
antly last evening by a larga croud
as guests of the Cotillion doh at the
dance given upon the pavilion :•tt Wal-
lace park.
Entertain for Visitor.
The Five Hundred club 'net yes-
terday with Mrs. Hal S. Corbett of
North Eighth street. and a charming
time enjoyed. The guest of honor
was Miss Laura January of Colurr.-
bus. Mo., who is the guest of Mrs.
Eli G. Boone of South Sixth street.
Mrs. Hubbard Wells entertains at
bridge this afternoon at her apart-
ment in the Empire flaw, compliment-
ary to Miss January.
Secretary Taft in Wisconsin.
Madison, Wis., June lo.-Secretary
of Wjael Taft, en route from Chicago
to Milwaukee, stopped off for two
hours in Madison today to ad4resa
the students of the Universitf of ,
Wiaernisin. At Milwaukee tonight
he will deliver an address before the
Merchants and Manufacturers' asso-
ciation on the general subject of the
commercial interests of the country.
•
Any treat:). Japan may have made
with the United States was made
subject to The constitution of our
country. The first and greatest mis-
take was made when Roosevelt-for-
got this and fulminated against the
school board of San Francisco.
• Arkansas Retail Merchants
Little 'Rock, Ark.. June 11 - Pre si -
den t C. J. Kramer called to order
here this morning the sixth annual
convention of the Retail Grocers'
and General 'Merchants' association
of Arkansas. There was a good at-
tendance of members from fort
Smith. Paragould. Pine Bluff, Hot
Springs, Jonesboro and other cities
of the state. •
A. T. Moody of Hot Springs re.*
sponded to the greeting extended by
Mliyor Lennon. The remainder of
the opening session was taken up
with the address of President Kra-
mer and, the annual reports of the
other officers. These reports were
discussed at the afternoon session
and following the discussion came
addresses on trade topics by W. E.
Mullikin of Pine Bluff, John H.
Vangltan of Tort Smith and Caughey
Hayes of Little Rock, The associa-
tion will continue in session thrdiligh
Wednesday and ThuradaY.
Gov. Little Worse,
1.ittle Rock. Ark ..Jime tr -Gov
Little was threatened with a relapse
and heart failure. Heart etimnlan's,






Should go to an individual or an
institution that opposes the prin-
ciple of unionism. The men who
advocate long hours and low
wages should not receive any
benefit from union conditions
They should get their business
from the non-union and un-
skilled mechanic,, Think of this,
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The steamer Clyde got out for the
Tennessee river yesterday afternoon.
She comes back next Monday night.
This morning the Dick Fowler
leaves for Cairo at 8 o'clock and
comes back tonight about 9 o'clock.
The Joe Fowler went to Evans-
ville yesterday and comes back to-
morrow.
Today the John S. Hopkins comes
in from Evansville and depart.. at
once on her return that way.
The Reuben Dunbar went to
Nashville yesterday and comes back
next Sunday.
The steamer Kentucicy comes' out
of the Tennessee river tonight and
stays here until 8 o'clock Saturday
night, when she gets out on her re-
turn that way.
The Georgia Lee left Cincinnati
yesterday and gets here Saturday on
tier way down to Memphis.
The Peters Lee gets here today
bound from Memphis to Cincinnati.
The City of Saltillo passed into
the Tennessee river yesterday from
St Louis.
The steamer Chattanooga got
away for Chattanooga. Tenn yes-
terday afternoon. She come. back
in ten days.
The towboat W. W. O'Neill left
yesterday for' the upper Ohio river
after lying here several days receiv-
ing repairs to her boilers.
Inspectors Green and St. John yes-
terday inspected the Kuttawa. Fannie
Wallace. Margaret, W. T. Hardison
and Mary N., all going through with
flying colors.
Captain Joseph B. Flasch returned
from Evansville yesterday, and ex-
pects W. F. Yates. president of the
marine engineers' national association
to arrive in a few days, the latter be-





Louisville .. ..... .. zo.6
Evansville ..
Mt. Vernon .. .. • . • • 24.7
Ma. Carmel ..
Nashville  26.5




St. Louis ....  21.1
St. 1.0t1is . . 21.1
Paducah ..g 25.9
Biirnside 9.3


































There are 161 temperance countie(
in the state of Texas. An active
movement le' now on foot for local
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A SERGE SUIT FOR MINE.
THIS IS THE CONCLUSION 0 FMANY A MAN WHEN CON
SIDERING WHAT SORT OF A SUMMER SUIT HE WILL PUR-
CHASE.
, A MAN NEVED TIRES OF A SERGE SUIT NO MATTER IF
HE HAS WORN ONE EVERY SUMMER SINCE H ECAN RE-
MEMBER.
GET A GOOD SERGE SUIT, SIR, AND YOU ARE SURE
TO BE
A Satisfied Man
• WE TAKE NO CHANCES WITH OUR ..SERGES. EVERY
PTECE OF SERGE- IS -TE-S1-7-0-"-TO-'MAKE SURE THAT THE
COLOR IS FAST, ANb THE FABRIC IS RIGHT. IT IS THEN
ICED IN THE HANDS OF THE MOST SKILLFUL WORK-,
110/24, FOR SERGE rsTfac.xL STNFF TO TAILOR.
WE ARE SOSURE OF THE SUPERIORITY OF OUR SERGI,
• SUITS THAT WE GUARANTEE EVERY ONE OF THEM.
BLACKS AND BLUES IN SINGLE OR DOUBLE BREASTED
VITLES
• $10.00, $12.50, $15.00 to $20;00
323
BROADWAY
I...TOT:I'LL TAKE NO CHANCES IN BUYING YOUR SUIT
RE,
IF YOU'RE PARTICULAR ABOUT YOUR SERGE SUIT,
ME HERE. -..4
THE CLOTHING STORE TWAT CARRIES TNE UNION STORE CARD
1 , '
IKSESERGER'S ADER
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Grand Master Samuel K. Veach WdI
Take Steps to' Aid Them.
Lexington, Ky.. June it.-The suf-
ferers of the Gradyville disaster will
be cared for by the grand lodge of
Masons of Kentucky.
As soon as Grand Master Samuel
Veach saw- the list of dead he re-
alized that many of the sufferers
were families of Masons.
Btakebauo811.sR' larhParBD cmfwyp
He immediately wired to Past
Grand•Master A. H. Garrett of Co-
lumbia, to use his discretion, but to
care for the flood sufferers and the
grand lodge would pay for it.
Auto Races Across Two Continents.
Paris. June lo.-A lively interest is
being taken here in the automobile
race which is scheduled to start to-
day from Pekin. China. with Paris as
the objective point. There are a
score of entries. representing several
countrieg, among them being the
Manquis de Dion. Baron Duquesne
and Prince Sipion Borghese. The
course lies over Mongolia. the desert
of Gobi, and along Southern Siberia,
through the Ural mountains, past
Birsk, and thence to Moscow, Posen,
Berlin, Cologne, to Paris. The dis-
taller is 6,aoo miles and it is e
ed that the race will occupy AarlY
three weeks under the most Pietas:it*
condition;.
Fire at Fulton, TJ - •c k




destructive fire that has ',occurred
here since the burning of th& Mead,-
ows block was that which
the big mill owned by the J.-
ton Milling company. Tlt Zsa is
estimated at between Sao.erevislind
$25.00o. with about half that inch
insurance. The tire started t kasu
early. hour and was untie's` g
way when discovered. V
is shrouded in mystery.
The man who believes le*
The secret of success is. as in po- sicians fools most with pr
ker, the wisdom to know just what to recommended by his frien
discard. da Times-Union.
Williams Will Sell You a Bicyc.I1
On Easy Payments.
What you pay out for car fare would soon pay for a wheel--
by our easy terms. The
"TRIBUNE" RAM BLER" MONLRCH and
IMPERRIAL BICYCLES
Are the best that can be produced. $15.00 up. Old wheels
in exchange.
Our repair department in charge of experts- Creapest house
in town for Tires, Pumps, Saddles, etc. Remember the place
Williams Bicycle Co.
rs6-zall Mirth Fifth street. Net to I:entucky Theatre.
Sometimes it Pays to Forget;
Sometimes it Pays to Remember
When you want books, musk or stationery it certainly pays, to
remember that our stock oL sheet musk is the largest in Paducah.
Ote stock of books is not only the largest bust the best selected
in Wester.* Kentucky. Our sock of stationery comprises the best
and latest things in writhes papers. Anton • . shr Idushadhub
pest. And r•member we cut the prices..
D. IL Wilson tuirmadt
AL Harbour's Department Store
Subscribe For The Register -





West Kentucky Coal Co.
INCORPORA TED
Office and ,ator 2nd & S hio
1
S.
4
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